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Abstract
Nowadays approximately 50% of people aged 20 years and older are overweight in the
Netherlands. An important contributing factor to this obesity epidemic is a lack of physical activity.
The goal of this research is to create a better understanding of physical activity behavior among
students. This will be achieved by exploring motives to physical activity and achievement goals set by
students as well as physical activity patterns of students in the area of Arnhem and Nijmegen. 112
students between 16 and 25 years old filled in a questionnaire with open-ended questions regarding
physical activity patterns as well as motivational and achievement goal items based on the BREQ-3
and AGQ-S.
Calculated MET values based on the Compendium Index revealed 55 out of 110 students
were sufficiently physically active according to the NNGB of 975 METs. The groups of students that
failed to meet the NNGB at both the level of 600 and 975 METs reported lower levels of the
motivational items: intrinsic regulation, integrated regulation, identified regulation and introjected
regulation in comparison with the groups of students that met the NNGB at both the level of 600 and
975 METs. No significant differences in reported external regulation were found between the
different groups of students. The groups of students who did not meet the NNGBs reported higher
levels of amotivation. The groups of students that failed to meet the NNGB at both the level of 600
and 975 METs reported lower levels of mastery-approach, performance-approach and performanceavoidance goal type. Additional analyses were performed as well.
This study has helped in creating a better understanding of physical activity behavior among
students as it confirms that motivation and achievement goals are important predictors of physical
activity behavior. The knowledge this research has produced can be used to combat the obesity
epidemic and may aid in the transition towards people adopting a healthier lifestyle.
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1. Introduction
A staggering 50,3% of people aged 20 years and older were overweight in the Netherlands in
2015 (CBS, 2016). An important contributing factor to this epidemic of both overweight and obese
people is a lack of physical activity, which remains a major public health issue until today (Sallis &
Glanz, 2009). Only 56% of Dutch people aged 12 years and older reached adequate levels of physical
activity in 2014, according to the Nederlandse Norm Gezond Bewegen (NNGB) (CBS, 2015). The NNGB
was composed in 1998 and states that an adult is sufficiently physically active when he or she is at
least five times per week moderate-intense physically active for a minimum of 30 minutes (Nationaal
Kompas, 2014). The NNGB is mainly focused on the maintenance of health in the long-term and
differs between youths, adults and elderly as activities require more energy when people get older
(Nationaal Kompas, 2014).

Physical activity and health
A lack of regular physical activity has major consequences for human health. Evidence
provided by epidemiological research on the association between physical activity and health dates
back to the 1960s. Then, it was discovered that physical activity is associated with a lower risk of
coronary heart diseases in adults (Kannel, 1967). Nowadays, regular physical activity is known to
prevent against the development of a variety of chronic diseases, such as obesity, type 2 diabetes
and cardiovascular diseases (Miles, 2007). Furthermore, adequate physical activity reduces the risk of
several types of cancers including breast cancer and colon cancer (Lynch, Neilson & Friedenreich,
2010; Slattery, 2004). In addition, physical activity is positively associated with mental health, as
regular physical activity can reduce symptoms of mental disorders such as depression and anxiety
(Paluska & Schwenk, 2000; Fontaine, 2000).
Viewed from an economic perspective, physical inactivity indirectly contributes to a rise in
healthcare costs due to an increased incidence and prevalence of chronic diseases and the
accompanying expensive medical treatments (Nationaal Kompas, 2014). Moreover, the
aforementioned diseases associated with physical inactivity can lead to reduced work productivity as
well in terms of higher absenteeism and a reduced capability of handling workload (Koopman et al.,
2002).
On a social level, being overweight or obese as a result of physical inactivity also comes with
societal effects. People with overweight or obesity often experience negative emotions due to the
presence of a social obesity stigma (Westermann, Rief, Euteneuer & Kohlmann, 2015). People that
are overweight are likely to experience social injustice on different levels, such as in education,
healthcare and in the work environment (Puhl & Heuer, 2009). Also, people that are obese are likely
to experience reduced social access to sport facilities (Poortinga, 2006). The experience of negative
emotions such as shame due to this stigma often leads to social exclusion of people with obesity
(Westermann, Rief, Euteneuer & Kohlmann, 2015).

Health trends
Moreover, it is interesting to look at physical inactivity as a public health issue in light of
different ongoing health trends nowadays, not only in the Netherlands but all over the world. The
concept of adopting a healthy lifestyle is a trending topic, especially among adolescents (Nielsen,
2015). Adolescents have a growing interest in healthy food and are said to be more health conscious
compared to people aged 50 or older (Nielsen, 2015). An example of this growing interest can be
6

given in terms of an increased interest in so-called functional foods, which are products that contain
bioactive components which reduce the chances of developing chronic diseases, thereby improving
health (Lau, Chan, Tan & Kwek, 2012).
In the Netherlands, adopting a more healthy diet is on the minds of approximately 40% of the
population (Voedingscentrum, 2011). This implies that a significant portion of people in the
Netherlands are aware of their unhealthy eating pattern(s) and may regularly think about improving
their health. This rising interest in health and a healthy lifestyle is fueled by technological
developments that allow for an access to unlimited information on this topic on the internet (KochWeser, Bradshaw, Gualtieri & Gallagher, 2010).
In other words, health is a trend at the moment and especially young people are said to be
willing to adopt their behavior in relation to their health. For example, it has been studied that
nowadays in particular adolescents are willing to pay a higher price for healthy foods (Nielsen, 2015).
However, this health trend among adolescents appears to be mainly focused on healthy
eating and seems to be unexpressed in terms of healthy, adequate physical activity levels. Given the
increase in health consciousness among adolescents and their interest in improving their own health,
this target group may be receptive to adopting their physical (in)activity behavior as well alongside
their eating behavior in order to improve their health.
This research will focus specifically on students aged 16 to 25 as their lifestyle is somewhat
controversial; on the one hand they may hold an above average knowledge of health and health
promotion due to their educational level assuming they are sufficiently health conscious, but on the
other hand fail to act on it by currently adopting an unhealthy lifestyle in terms of insufficient
physical activity levels (Wengreen & Moncur, 2009; Droomers, Schrijvers & Mackenbach, 2001).
Therefore, it is interesting to examine to what extent there are differences in physical activity
behavior between students with different educational levels and why these differences occur.

Research goal
The goal of this research is to create a better understanding of physical activity behavior
among students. This will be achieved by identifying the physical activity behavior of students in the
HAN area, which is referred to as the area of the cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen in the Netherlands.
Physical activity behavior will be identified by exploring motives to physical activity and achievement
motivation goals set by students. In addition, an estimation of physical activity patterns of these
students will be made. Data gathered from this research can to some extent be compared to the
NNGB, resulting in a clearer picture of (in)adequate physical activity levels of students in the HAN
area. In addition, gaining insight in the different types of motivation to be physically active can be
related to students’ accompanying goals. The results of this research may be used to inspire or
stimulate students to become more physically active, creating an additional ‘health trend’ to improve
their own health.

Research question
The research question of this study is as follows: ‘’What is the role of motivation and achievement
goals regarding physical activity behavior in explaining physical activity patterns of students aged 16
to 25 in the HAN area?’’ To answer this research question, six sub-questions have been formulated:
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1 .What are the physical activity patterns of students in the HAN area?
2. What are the motives to physical activity behavior of students in the HAN area?
3. What are the achievement goals of students in the HAN area regarding physical activity behavior?
4. What is the association between motives to physical activity behavior and physical activity patterns
of students in the HAN area?
5. What is the association between achievement goals to physical activity behavior and physical
activity patterns of students in the HAN area?
6. What is the association between motives to physical activity behavior and achievement goals
regarding physical activity behavior of students in the HAN area?

This report is organized by first presenting a theoretical framework in which several
theoretical models and concepts will be explained (Chapter 2). Then, the research methodology will
be described (Chapter 3). The results of this research will be presented (Chapter 4), followed by a
discussion of the implications of these results (Chapter 5). Finally, a conclusion of this research will be
given (Chapter 6).
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2. Theoretical Framework
In this chapter, an introduction will be given to human behavior in relation to health and
motivation. Then, theoretical models will be discussed thoroughly in order to gain more insight in the
classification of the concepts motivation and achievement goals which creates a better
understanding of these concepts necessary to this research. Furthermore, definitions of relevant
concepts will be given along with the proposition of an objective measurement unit of different types
of physical activity. Finally, two hypotheses will be formulated making an assumption about the
outcome of this study.

Human behavior in relation to motivation and goals
Human behavior is a complex concept that is being influenced continuously by countless
determinants. The environmental context plays an important role in influencing behavior in general
and specific behaviors, such as the health behavior of performing physical activities (Moos, 1975;
Giles-Corti & Donovan, 2002). Human behavior is relevant to different contexts and is linked to
human health and major public health issues, which makes conducting research on health behaviors
such as physical activity behavior of importance in social science.
Due to the challenging character of human behavior in science, behavioral theories and
models have been developed to structure human behavior and making it testable. An important
determinant of human behavior is motivation. Motivation is defined variously in the literature, but a
classic definition is available which states that ‘’to be motivated means to be moved to do
something’’ (Ryan & Deci, 2000a, p. 54). The concept of motivation can be seen as an important
predictor of human behavior as it is focused on the executive part; if someone is motivated
sufficiently, he or she is likely to have the intention to perform a certain behavior, hence actually
performing the behavior (Ryan & Deci, 2000a; Young, 1936; Kovač, 2016).
Other predictors of human behavior available in socio-cognitive models include individual
perceptions and personal traits (Rosenstock, 1974). Such categorizations of determinants of human
behavior are also relevant to predict and explain human behavior. However in this research, the
concept of motivation is viewed as the most suitable concept to study due to its comprehensive
character in relation to physical activity behavior; in the categorization of motivation, other
predictors such as individual perceptions and personal traits are already embedded.
Closely linked to the concept of motivation is the concept of goals. The motivation to be
physically active can be stated as something that gives an individual the energy to perform certain
behavior. Goals are supplemental to motivation as they add direction to this motivational energy
(Nicholls, 1984; Elliot, 2006). Goals are alternatively often phrased in the literature as something that
‘’represent the final component of the motivational process; stated otherwise, goals are often the
proximal predictors of behavior’’ (Elliot, 2006, p. 113). In other words, in most of the time, the
motivation to be physically active is underlain with goals people have set for themselves. Just as with
the concept of motivation, goals are focused on the executive part of physical activity behavior. As
these concepts are complementary, the combination of both concepts can be seen as an important
predictor of physical activity behavior (Elliot, 2006). Moreover, significant associations between
different types of motivation and goals have been established in the literature (Elliot & Church (1997;
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Elliot & Murayama, 2008), which will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. A theoretical
background on both the concept of motivation and goals will be described below.

Motivational theories
Over the past few decades, multiple motivational theories have been developed which aim
to classify human motivation. These motivational models all have their own strengths and
weaknesses and have been designed from a certain viewpoint. In this chapter, three different
motivational models will be discussed.
First, the Self-Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985) will be described as this
motivational theory will be used in this research. Next to this theory, a motivational framework of
Duijker (1972) will be explained, followed by model developed by McGuire (1974) in order to
preserve a broad view on the concept of motivation and human motives.
Deci & Ryan (1985)
A classic and often-used motivational model is the Self-Determination Theory, developed by
Deci & Ryan (1985). The Self-Determination Theory assumes there are three basic human needs:
competence, relatedness and autonomy. These three needs influence personal development and
contribute to a feeling of wellbeing (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Competence refers to a feeling of trust in
one’s own capabilities and actions. Relatedness refers to a feeling of being connected to others, a
feeling of safety. Autonomy is the perception of an individual to determine one’s own behavior out of
someone’s own interests and values.
The extent to which these three basic needs are satisfied, influences a person’s motivation,
more specifically, the intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). According to Deci & Ryan (1985),
motivation can be placed on a continuum, as can be seen in Figure 1 below. Three types of
motivation are described: amotivation, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Amotivation
means that there is no motivation at all to perform certain behavior. Intrinsic motivation means a
person has an inner drive to perform certain behavior; the satisfaction lies in the behavior itself.
Extrinsic motivation means a person is motivated to perform certain behavior because of external
consequences, such as getting a reward or avoiding a punishment.
Extrinsic motivation can be divided into four different behavioral regulations. External
regulation means behavior is guided by external consequences. To this research, it could mean that a
student is physically active because others tell him or her to do so. With introjected regulation, the
external consequences are somewhat related to the individual. For example, a student is physically
active because it increases his or her self-esteem. With identified regulation, behavior is controlled
by personal interest; a student is physically active because he or she knows it is beneficial to his or
her health. The fourth regulatory style is integrated regulation, in which behavior has become more
autonomous and own values are in line with the behavior itself. Still, this type of regulation is
extrinsic as it focuses on an external goal or a reward, in this case improving one’s health.
Intrinsic regulation is fully internalized behavior; a student is physically active out of pure joy,
because he or she likes exercising.
It should be noted that extrinsic motivation does not equal external regulation in the sense of
being ‘outside’ of the individual; introjected regulation, identified regulation and integrated
regulation are equally ‘internal’ to the person as intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). However,
these types of regulations are categorized under extrinsic motivation because they concern the
consequences or outcomes of engaging in (physical activity) behavior (Deci & Ryan, 1985).
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Figure 1 also presents two types of locus of control: external and internal control. People who
have an internal locus of control believe things that happen to them are controllable; therefore,
those people tend to take more responsibility for their own lives compared to people with an
external locus of control. It is important to note that the behavioral regulations with an internal locus
of control, identified regulation, integrated regulation and intrinsic regulation, can be classified as
motivations that are autonomous whereas introjected regulation and external regulation are
classified as controlled measures of motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ingledew & Markland, 2008).
Autonomous motivations are ‘stronger’ types of motivation, hence more sustainable in the longterm. Also, people who are intrinsically motivated to exercise are more likely to continue to perform
this behavior compared to people who are extrinsically motivated to exercise (Ingledew & Markland,
2008).
Behavior
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Regulation

Nonregulation

External
Regulation

Introjected
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Identified
Regulation

Integrated
Regulation

Intrinsic
Regulation
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Control

Impersonal

External

Somewhat
External

Somewhat
Internal

Internal

Internal

Self-determined

Intrinsic
Motivation

Extrinsic Motivation

Figure 1: Different types of motivation and behavioral regulations (Deci & Ryan, 1985).
The research on motives to physical activity behavior of students is viewed as highly relevant;
students are likely to have both extrinsic and intrinsic motives to perform physical activity behavior
(Ryan & Deci, 2000b). In other words, students are moved by a range of factors to be physically
(in)active. The continuum acknowledges this combination of motives and given the fact those
motives are linked to three psychological needs of the human being holds to some extent
information of students competence, autonomy and relatedness in relation to physical activity
behavior (Ryan & Deci, 2000b).
In order to generate a broader picture of motivational theories, a model developed by Duiker
(1972) and McGuire (1974) will be described below and lastly a comparison between the three
motivational models will be made.
Duijker (1972)
The Self-Determination Theory is only one example to classify human motives. Duijker (1972)
proposed a research on determinants of human behavior and classifies human motivation more
extensively. Duijker (1972) makes a dichotomous classification of determinants in relation to human
behavior that constitute the central part of motivation, that is internal and external factors. External
factors of motivation are elicited through sensory perceptions. For example, a student is motivated
to participate in sports as it looks fun to do. Internal factors can be best defined as an individual’s
own needs and impulses; a student may be motivated to participate in sports as he or she enjoys it
and really wants to be physically active.
Another classification of determinants Duijker (1972) proposes are motivational
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determinants. This means a student is motivated to perform certain behavior as a result of an
induced biological stimulus in the body. Such a classification of determinants of motivation is less
applicable to physical activity behavior as it is merely focused on primary needs and urges, such as
hunger and thirst.
A third classification Duijker (1972) presents are normative determinants, which states that
human behavior is influenced by normative ‘rules’. An explanation to this can be given based on
three principles: a fear of punishment, a hope to reward, and a decrease in insecurity of a person.
Placed into the context of this research, a student could be physically active in order to avoid getting
a chronic disease (the punishment) or to become more healthy (the reward) or to get more strength
(reduced insecurity).
Another category is that of operative determinants, which describes people need to learn in
order to perform a certain behavior. This is linked to normative determinants as it is expected of the
social environment to learn. Linking this to physical activity behavior could mean a student is
motivated to cycle because he or she has learned this, and is expected to perform this behavior as it
has been taught.
The fifth, last category is limitative determinants, which states that our behavior shapes
boundaries by the choices that are made; a student cycles to work and therefore excludes other
options such as running or walking. In other words, whether or not to perform physical activity
behavior is a matter of priorities.
To conclude, Duijker (1972) presents a more extensive categorization of determinants linked
to human motivation in comparison to Deci and Ryan’s (1985) Self-Determination Theory. However,
some of the categorizations such as motivational and operative determinants to human motivation
as presented by Duijker (1972) are being less applicable to physical activity behavior of students and
therefore are of less relevance to this research.
McGuire (1974)
A third motivational theory that will be discussed is developed by McGuire (1974). This
motivational theory of human motives is also more extensive than the model developed by Deci and
Ryan (1985) as it contains four different dimensions of motivation. In this model, motivation is
divided into cognitive and affective human motives (McGuire, 1976). Cognitive motives resonate with
the environment, meaning this motivation comes from the will to adapt to the environment as much
as possible. On the other hand, affective motives are based on feelings and the achievement of
emotional goals (McGuire, 1976).
These two categories can be subdivided into preservation and growth motives. Preservation
motives are aimed to maintain an equilibrium whereas growth motives focus on personal
development. A preservation motive in the context of physical activity behavior could be that a
student is physically active in order to maintain their own health. A growth motive could include
students being physically active in order to increase their physical strength.
A third dimension is given in the shape of active motives, which represent active behavior of
an individual, and passive motives, which are merely a response of an individual to certain
circumstances. An active motive to be physically active means it comes from the individual itself; it is
his or her own decision. A passive motive to be physically active could be the response to a
decreased state of health of a student.
The fourth dimension of motivation is, just as in the two aforementioned motivational
models, based on an internal and an external state in relation to the environment.
12

The classification of motivation in four different dimensions results in 16 different types of
motivation, as presented in Figure 2 on the next page.

Figure 2: classification of different types of human motivation (McGuire, 1974).
To conclude, it should be stated that all mentioned theories acknowledge the internal and
external dimension of motivation, also called the intrinsic and extrinsic type of motivation.
Furthermore, the model of McGuire (1974) contains items that are similar to those in the SelfDetermination Theory as well, for example the concept of autonomy and identification. In addition,
Duijker (1972) acknowledges the normative character of motivation, which can be seen as a relevant
extra dimension to human behavior on top of the classification of Deci & Ryan (1985), but this model
is less applicable to physical activity behavior. Furthermore, the model of McGuire (1974) contains
the most extensive classification of human motives. However, the extent to which the model of
McGuire is a suitable and relevant model to this research remains questionable as the model of
McGuire (1974) contains a classification of motivation that is too detailed to capture human
motivation in relation to physical activity behavior and in relation to goals in this specific research.
The extensive classification of motivation calls for a more detailed operationalization of motivation,
something which will not be assessed in this research.
Thus, the Self-Determination Theory developed by Deci & Ryan (1985) is viewed as the most
relevant model to this research, specifically because this motivational theory places the concept of
motivation on a continuum.

Goal theories
As stated before and as something that may have become more visible in the description of
the motivational theories, motivation is intertwined with personal goal setting. As an example,
according to the Self-Determination Theory, someone who has an identified regulatory style of
motivation may be physically active because it is beneficial to his or her health. In this motivational
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act, improving health or avoid becoming ill can be seen as the embedded personal goal. Now, two
different theoretical frameworks of goal setting will be outlined.
Nicholls (1984)
Goals can be classified just as motivation in numerous ways. However, most goal theories
focus on behavior in the context of professional sports, thereby classifying goals in terms of
performance goals. The Achievement Goal Theory, developed by Nicholls (1984, 1989), makes a
classification of two goal orientations: task goals and ego goals. Someone with a task goal
orientation is focused on personal development and experience (Nicholls, 1984). Someone with an
ego goal orientation is driven by competence (Nicholls, 1984). The task goal orientation is associated
with intrinsic motivation as someone is focused on personal development (Nicholls, 1984).
Elliot & Church (1997)
Another classification of goals was developed by Elliot & Church (1997). They developed a
hierarchical model in which motive dispositions are linked to achievement goals, which in turn are
related to achievement-relevant outcomes. A visual presentation can be found in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: A hierarchical model of approach and avoidance achievement motivation (Elliot & Church,
1997).
Motive dispositions are defined as the human motivation to achieve something in
combination with a fear of failure, that is respectively the desire of an individual to be successful and
to avoid failure. In other words, motive dispositions consist of approach motivation and avoidance
motivation (Elliot & Church, 2006). Achievement goals can be classified in different goal types;
mastery-approach goals, , performance-approach goals and performance-avoidance goals. Masteryapproach goals are aimed to ‘master’ a specific task. To this study, mastery goals regarding physical
activity could be presented as the desire to master a specific physical activity. Performance-approach
goals are focused on behavior in relation to others, that is focused on outperforming peer students
in sport activities and exercise activities. Performance-avoidance goals are driven by fear appraisals;
in the context of this research it could mean that students are physically active because they want to
avoid performing worse than others.
Elliot & Church (1997) argue that the motive disposition approach motivation is linked to
mastery and performance-approach goals, whereas the motive disposition avoidance motivation will
prompt performance-avoidance goal setting in individuals. Moreover, it has been studied that
performance-approach goals and mastery-approach goals were found to be a facilitator to intrinsic
motivation whereas performance-avoidance goals were found to have a detrimental effect on
intrinsic motivation (Elliot & Church 1997; Elliot & Murayama, 2008).
Over the course of years, the classification of achievement goals have been extended,
resulting in the addition of mastery-avoidance goals (Elliot & McGregor, 2001). In the context of
physical activity behavior, a student’s aim is to avoid learning less from a certain sport activity than
possible. However, this type of goal will not be taken into account in this research as it is insufficient
applicable to individual sports such as running or exercise activities such as cycling and walking.
14

The classification of Elliot & Church (1997) is more relevant to this research compared to the
Achievement Goal Theory and other goal theories as the context in which it was tested was not a
professional sports setting but a college classroom, involving students. Moreover, Elliot & Church
(1997) tested and found an association between performance-approach goals and intrinsic
motivation, which (partly) corresponds with the research objective of this study. It is interesting to
investigate to what extent these three types of achievement goals are related to patterns of physical
activity of students, and to what extent these types of achievement goals can be linked to different
types of motivation to physical activity behavior.
Furthermore, it is interesting to keep in mind that intrinsic motivation, according to Deci &
Ryan (1985) is seen as a ‘stronger’ type of motivation compared to extrinsic motivation and is
associated with performance-approach goals, hence hypothesized as resulting in more persistent
physical activity behavior. However, performance-avoidance goals are fear-induced, which could very
well be a predictor of persistent, long-term physical activity behavior out of fear of getting chronic
diseases, but at the same time this performance-avoidance goal is not associated with intrinsic
motivation. In other words, the statement of intrinsic motivation being a ‘stronger’ type of
motivation may not necessarily be relevant in the context of physical activity behavior.
On a side note, it should be stated that the motivational theories all assume motivation to be
a conscious determinant. Therefore, these theories do not specifically account for unconscious
human motives, so does this research. Measuring unconscious human motives is a time-consuming
activity that cannot be assessed properly according to the aim of this study. Therefore, human
motives measured in this study may be limited to being unconsciously motives in the sense that
students are asked to think thoroughly of their motives to be physically active, which they haven’t
done before, thereby become aware of their own behavior and motivation which may reveal motives
to physical activity behavior that were unconscious to themselves.

Definition of concepts
In this research, the concept of physical activity will be defined as the combination of sport
activities and exercise activities. Sport and exercise activities are defined differently in the literature.
The definition that captures the activities that are to be measured in this research best is developed
by Kilpatrick, Hebert & Bartholomew (2005). They define sport as ‘’physical activity governed by
formal or informal rules that involve competition against an opponent or oneself’’ (Kilpatrick, Hebert
& Bartholomew, 2005, p. 89). In addition, exercise is defined as ‘’a form of physical activity involving
exertion of sufficient intensity, duration, and frequency to achieve or maintain fitness or other athletic
objectives’’ (Kilpatrick, Hebert & Bartholomew, 2005, p. 89).
In this study, exercise activities will be limited to two different activities, namely walking and
cycling for at least 10 minutes. An exact threshold for the duration of an exercise activity that
benefits health is difficult to determine as literature on this topic provides different findings. For
example, Wen et al. (2011) conclude a minimum of 15 minutes of exercise activity of moderateintensity each day is beneficial to health, which can be divided throughout the day. On another level,
it appears that 10 minutes of physical activity in sequence increase one’s vigor, reduces feelings of
fatigue and increases an individual’s mood state (Hansen, Stevens & Coast, 2001). With 20 minutes of
physical activity in sequence, these factors show even further improvements (Hansen, Stevens &
Coast, 2001). In this research, a threshold of 10 minutes of physical activity will be used to identify
exercise activities and physical activities due to the physiological benefits that come with exercising
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for a duration of at least 10 minutes.
Furthermore, other exercise activities such as household activities will not be measured in
this study as it is not feasible to identify all kinds of physical activity in the given limited time frames
of data collection of both the respondents and the researcher. Also, such activities are more likely to
be seen as a routine or simply necessary and therefore lack conscious motivational thoughts and
goals to this particular physical activity which this research tries to identify. Instead, an average socalled MET value (Ainsworth et al., 2011), which will be defined in the next paragraph, of daily
activities will be estimated and used in the total MET scores for each individual. This calculated MET
score of daily activities also tries to take into account exercise activities with a duration of less than
10 minutes.
By using a calculated MET score of daily activities, students may still be sufficiently physically
active according to the NNGB when taking into account an average MET value of daily activities next
to their exercise and sport activities, as this enumeration better captures the actual total energy
expenditure of students.
Sport activities will include a variety of different sports derived from the compendium index
(Kilpatrick, Hebert & Bartholomew, 2005). To make a clearer distinction with exercise activities, sport
activities include running and cycling types that are different than to work, such as cycle running and
BMX.
A distinction between sport and exercise activities as proposed by Kilpatrick, Hebert &
Bartholomew (2005) remains questionable; the goal of exercise activities, that is to maintain fitness,
may also be present alongside another goal one may have, such as defeating an opponent. Having
those two goals simultaneously would imply one is performing an exercise activity as well as a sport
activity.
Exercise activities in this study are different from sport activities in the sense that they are
most likely to serve a functional goal: that is cycling or walking to physically get to another place. It is
assumed less likely that students engage in exercise activities such as cycling and walking outside
without clear direction, simply to maintain fitness. Given the lifestyle of students, it is likely they
either engage in specific sport activities or not, and besides that may perform exercise activities by
taking the bicycle or go on foot to get to places within Arnhem and Nijmegen.
Furthermore, students will be defined as people between 16 and 25 that are currently
following an educational program of one of the three educational levels the Dutch educational
system features: MBO (‘’middelbaar beroepsonderwijs’’), HBO (‘’hoger beroepsonderwijs’’) and WO
(‘’wetenschappelijk onderwijs’’).
The HAN area will be defined as the area of the cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen in which
different educational institutions are located that provide education on the level of MBO, HBO and
WO. Arnhem has two educational institutions that provide education on the level of MBO and HBO.
In addition, the area of Nijmegen has been included because of its university institution, the Radboud
University, besides educational institutions at the MBO and HBO level.

MET values of physical activities
An objective unit of measurement of physical activities is the Metabolic Equivalent (MET)
(Nationaal Kompas, 2014). A compendium of MET values of different kinds of physical activities have
been developed at the end of 1980 to provide a more standardized way of MET intensities that are
used in research (Ainsworth et al., 1993). In 2011, this compendium has been extended and includes
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now more than 800 standardized MET values of sport activities (Ainsworth et al., 2011).
The MET expresses the amount of energy needed for a certain kind of physical activity
relative to the required energy during resting metabolic rate (RMR), which corresponds to sitting
quietly and carries a MET value of 1.0 kcal/kg/hour (Ainsworth et al., 2011). This MET value of 1.0
carries a proxy value based on mass-specific energy costs, which is calculated by taking the amount
of oxygen needed (VO2) per kilogram of body mass per minute and dividing it by the amount of
oxygen required in RMR, that is 3.5 ml per kilogram of body mass per minute. The use of MET values
acknowledges and accounts for differences in energy expenditure between different kinds of physical
activities.

Hypotheses
Based on the theories that are presented in this chapter, two hypotheses have been formulated that
predict the outcome of this study:
1. Students that have physical activity patterns that meet the NNGB are more likely to report higher
levels of autonomous motives to their physical activity behavior whereas students that fail to meet
the NNGB are more likely to report higher levels of controlled motives to their physical activity
behavior.
2. Students that have physical activity patterns that meet the NNGB are more likely to report higher
levels of mastery-approach, performance-approach and performance-avoidance goals regarding their
physical activity behavior whereas students that fail to meet the NNGB are more likely to report lower
levels of these achievement goal types.
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3. Methods
Study design
This research has a cross-sectional character. Data collection took place on one point in time
that lasted 3.5 weeks by means of conducting questionnaires among students. Collecting data on one
point in time is most suitable to this research as motivations and goals to physical activity are
assumed to be stable variables related to the current physical activity patterns of students given the
duration of this research. It is unlikely that motivations and goals significantly change within the
timeframe of this research, also as it is assumed that physical activity patterns have not been
modified during this research.

Study population
This study took place in the HAN area. This area has been selected due to the presence of
students in both Arnhem and Nijmegen with different educational levels, making the study
population and sample population of this research more heterogeneous.
The study sample consisted of both men and women between 16 and 25 years old. This age
category has been chosen as most people within this age category are likely to be currently studying.
Students younger than 16 years old were excluded from this research as they are likely to be still in
high school, making them irrelevant to the aim of this study. People older than 25 years old are likely
to have graduated and therefore were excluded from this research.
Respondents with a Dutch nationality from origin were preferably selected in this research.
As the aim of this study is to identify physical activity behavior by exploring students’ motives, goals
and patterns, there will not be accounted for cultural differences in relation to physical activity
behavior as cultural or ethnic variables will not be measured. Also, the approach of minority groups
in real-life situations has been proven to call for a more extensive approach to reach them (Okazaki &
Sue, 1995; Yancey, Ortega & Kumanyika, 2006).
A total of 112 students have been sampled in this research, of which 60 were women and 52
were men. The sample contains about an equal distribution of students with the different
educational backgrounds MBO, HBO and WO, with respectively 39, 37 and 36 students.

Sampling strategy
Respondents were sampled in three different ways in order to achieve the largest sample
size possible. Therefore, the data instrument was provided both digitally as well as in a real-life
setting. Students were approached individually to digitally participate in this research by using the
Social Media platforms Facebook and Whatsapp. The individual approach of respondents via
Facebook and Whatsapp allowed for the highest response rate possible as respondents were less
inclined to refuse to participate on personal invitation. In addition, this individual approach also
allowed for a snowball sampling effect, as the researcher asked some students to let their peers also
fill in the questionnaire.
In order to achieve an equal distribution of students with different educational levels in the
study sample, the educational institution ROC Nijmegen has been visited twice by the researcher. On
the 4th and 9th of November 2016, the researcher approached students in person at the location of
ROC Nijmegen. This educational facility has a large corridor near the main entrance at which
numerous students meet during the day. Students often meet or hang out in groups between three
to six people. In addition, individual students hang out here as well as they can be waiting for their
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next class or, when their school day has ended, for their train or bus. Those waiting individual
students were approached by the researcher in order to increase the response rate, as students were
less inclined to refuse to participate on personal invitation compared to students that were gathered
in groups. Students were asked to fill in a digital version of the questionnaire by making use of the
Apple iPad provided by the researcher. The Apple Ipad was viewed as the most suitable data
collection instrument as it allows for a fast and efficient way of data collection. Also, it is better
comparable to collecting data via the social media as was the case with the other part of the sample.
Prior to data collection via social media as well as at the ROC Nijmegen, the students were
given a short description of what the research entails and were pointed to the anonymity of their
participation. The majority of participants completed the questionnaire within 10 minutes.

Data collection
As an instrument of data collection, a structured questionnaire was conducted. A
questionnaire is viewed as the most suitable measurement instrument to this research as it allows
for a relatively quick way of data collection as opposed to conducting interviews. Also, a
questionnaire is better suited to capture the aim of this study as concepts such as human motives
and goals as presented in the Self-Determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985) and the hierarchical
model of approach and avoidance goals (Elliot & Church, 1997) in relation to physical activity
behavior demand standardized measurement items in order to gain structured data that can be
analyze.
Also, conducting questionnaires takes respondents less time as opposed to conducting (indepth) interviews, which is beneficial to the sample size of this research.
Preliminary to the data collection in this study, the questionnaire was piloted. Therefore, 4
students were approached to test the questionnaire and deliver feedback. Afterwards, relevant
feedback was integrated with the aim of improving the quality of the questionnaire. The
questionnaire was conducted by using Qualtrics.

Questionnaire structure
The questionnaire contains three different sections that are in line with the different subquestions of this study. The questionnaire is presented in Appendix A - Questionnaire and is
described in detail below.
To gain insight in some characteristics of the study sample, data was collected of student’s
sex, age and their educational institution. Personal characteristics of students such as weight and
height to calculate body mass index (BMI) were not collected to calculate a more corrected MET
value as this study aims to generalize the results of respondents’ physical activity patterns to all
existing students in the HAN area. When doing research on groups of people, the standard MET value
from the compendium index (Ainsworth et al., 2011) is more suitable. Therefore, an individually
corrected MET value is not relevant to this study, assuming the average of all 112 students in this
research corresponds approximately to the average MET value of these standard MET values from
the compendium index.
Patterns of physical activity were estimated by asking about students’ type of physical
activities over the past week, along with the frequency and duration of these activities. The
formulation of these questions and their items are based on the research of Kilpatrick, Hebert &
Bartholomew (2005). The time frame of one week was used to prevent recall bias of the respondents
distorting their own estimation too much. However, if students have irregular physical activity
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patterns, they were asked to make an estimation of an average week of physical activities.
The measurement of both human motives and goals is based on standardized items from
previous studies. By using scales for motives and goals based on scales that have been used in
previous research, the internal validity and reliability of the measurement instrument is to some
extent ensured. For measuring different types of motivation based on the Self-Determination Theory
(Deci & Ryan, 1985) in this research, the Behavioral Regulation in Exercise Questionnaire 3 (BREQ-3)
was used developed by Markland & Tobin (2004) and completed by Wilson et al. (2006) with the
inclusion of the behavioral regulation integrated regulation. A translated Dutch version of the BREQ2 was developed by Holvoet & Willems (n.d.) from the University of Ghent, Belgium, assuring internal
validity. In this research, the Dutch version of the BREQ-2 was used and the additional items of
integrated regulation of the BREQ-3 were personally translated by the researcher.
Achievement goals were measured by using items based on a revised Achievement Goals
Questionnaire (AGQ) (Elliot & Murayama, 2008). As argued before, items measuring masteryavoidance goals were excluded. Conroy, Elliot & Hofer (2003) have developed an AGQ in the context
of sport settings, the Achievement Goals Questionnaire for Sport (AGQ-S) which is relevant to the
context of this research. The items of both AGQ and AGQ-S have sufficient internal validity as they
have been statistically tested (Elliot & Murayama, 2008; Conroy, Elliot & Hofer, 2003). The AGQ-S
was translated to Dutch personally by the researcher as no official translations have yet been
provided for this type of questionnaire. In addition, changes in the structure of the questionnaire and
formulation of items as proposed in the revised AGQ (Elliot & Murayama, 2008) were applied to
AGQ-S of Conroy, Elliot & Hofer (2003). This methodological approach is viewed as the most
appropriate in terms of assuring the validity of the achievement goal items in the context of physical
activity.

MET values
As mentioned in the first chapter of this report, the NNGB (‘’Nederlandse Norm Gezond
Bewegen’’) states that an adult is sufficiently physically active when he or she is at least five times
per week moderate-intense physically active for a minimum of 30 minutes (Nationaal Kompas, 2014).
By moderate-intense physical activity, a minimum starting value between 4,0 and 6,5 MET is meant
(Nationaal Kompas, 2014).
A MET value of 1.0 is defined as 1.0 kcal/kg/hour and carries a proxy value based on massspecific energy costs which corresponds with 3.5 ml of oxygen per kilogram per minute (Ainsworth et
al., 2011). Given the requirements of the NNGB, the corresponding minimum total amount of METs
per week can be calculated by taking the minimum MET value of 4.0 and multiplying it by 30 minutes
and 5 times per week. Thus, the minimum amount of METs an adults should reach within one week
in terms of physical activities based on the NNGB is 4.0 * 30 * 5 = 600 METs. However, given the
range of moderate-intense physical activities of 4.0 to 6.5 METs, a total MET value of 975 (6.5 * 30 *
5) can be used as a second threshold of sufficient physical activity in students. Similar calculations of
MET values to quantify the amount of exercise per week can be found in the literature (Bushman,
2012).
Besides physical activities as defined in this research, students perform all kinds of daily tasks
which in total add up to the amount of METs a student will reach within one week. The NNGB
focuses on (moderate-intense) physical activities, but it is assumed the NNGB also has accounted for
energy expenditure due to daily activities other than moderate-intense physical ones. In addition, it
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would not be feasible to determine an average energy expenditure of daily activities next to the
physical activities energy expenditure. This is due to the fact that the range of different kinds of daily
activities that are performed is very extensive (Ainsworth et al., 2011). Also, it should be pointed out
that the NNGB only takes into account physical activities that carry a minimum MET value of 4.0,
which makes including daily activities into this estimation not possible, as most of the daily activities
performed by students such as cooking, washing dishes, cleaning up and doing the laundry carry a
MET value below 4.0 (Ainsworth et al., 2011).
Therefore, the focus in this research remains on the NNGB which carries a minimum MET
value of 600-975 as calculated above. In order to determine whether each participant of this
research has met this quota, the compendium index (Ainsworth et al., 2011) has been used to
distinguish differences in MET values between different types of physical activities. In Table 1 below,
a list of the different types of physical activities that were most frequently reported by the
participants in this research is provided, each along with their estimated corresponding MET value
(Ainsworth et al., 2011). A number of physical activities that were included in Table 1 before data
collection turned out to have hardly been mentioned or have not been mentioned at all by the
respondents. So these activities were excluded from the table. Some types of physical activities in
Table 1 carry a MET value that is based on different intensities and multiple tasks within a specific
physical activity. Such an average calculation of a MET value is important as it acknowledges and
accounts for large differences in MET values within specific physical activities. Alternatively phrased,
for example in Table 1, the physical activity boxing carries an average MET value that consists of
specific boxing-related tasks, each carrying their own MET value ranging between 5.5 and 12.8 MET
(Ainsworth et al., 2011).
Table 1. Different types of physical activities and their MET values (Ainsworth et al., 2011).
Type of physical activity
Bicycling
Walking
Badminton
Boxing
Dancing (aerobic)
Running
Table tennis
Tennis
Swimming
Water polo
Fitness
Soccer

MET value
8.0*
4.0*
6.25*
8.7*
7.3
10.5*
4.0
7.3
5.9*
10.0
5.0*
8.0*

At the top of Table 1, the two physical activities bicycling and walking that are defined as
exercise activities in this research are presented. In the compendium index (Ainsworth et al., 2011),
these activities are defined in different ways, such as according to setting (e.g. cycling or walking to
work or during leisure time) and according to speed. The MET value of 8.0 as presented in Table 1
corresponds with cycling at a speed ranging between approximately 19 and 21 kilometers per hour
(Ainsworth et al., 2011). This specific MET value for bicycling has been used for calculations
throughout this research as its corresponding velocity is viewed as the most accurate when it comes
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to the real life cycling speed of students.
As for walking, the MET value of 4.0 corresponds with walking to work or to class, which is
relevant for students. Furthermore, other walking MET values are provided such as walking at a brisk
pace of 5.6 kilometers per hour, carrying a MET value of 4.3 (Ainsworth et al., 2011). Also, walking
with a moderate pace (4.8 - 5.2 kilometers per hour) is a classification and carries a MET value of 3.5.
The MET value of 4.0 (walking to work or class) is viewed as the most accurate reflection of walking
behavior of students as the MET value of 4.0 with its description sits (approximately) between the
other walking descriptions with their MET values of 3.5 and 4.3.
Furthermore, some MET values of physical activities presented in Table 1 include an asterisk,
meaning these MET values are the estimated average of specific MET values. For badminton, the
MET value of 6.25 is the average of two badminton MET values of 5.5 and 7.0, that is respectively
playing badminton whilst training and playing badminton in a competitive setting (Ainsworth et al.,
2011). For boxing, the MET value of 8.7 is the average of three different MET values. These three
MET values correspond with different boxing activities, namely boxing in the ring, punching a boxing
bag and sparring with another person (Ainsworth et al., 2011). The combination of these boxing
activities are chosen to be used as a standard MET value for boxing as this average MET value is
assumed to best reflect the average energy expenditure of multiple respondents participating in
boxing in this research. As for running, a MET value of 10.5 has been selected as the accompanying
running speed 10.8 to this MET value is considered the average speed, hence most applicable to the
actual running speed of students. Looking at the physical activity swimming, its calculated MET value
consists of both swimming laps with a moderate effort and leisurely swimming, as it is likely those
activity types are both present during a swimming session in students.
The sport activity fitness can be seen as the most challenging physical activity to calculate
due to its divers character. There are numerous physical activities that fall into the category of
fitness, such as stationary bicycling or running exercises that can be performed at very different
intensities, hence leading to a wide variety of MET values (Ainsworth et al., 2011). Also, fitness can
include physical activities such as weight lifting, rowing or a circuit training. Performing physical
activity by means of the stationary bicycle with moderate to vigorous effort comes with a MET value
of 6.8 (Ainsworth et al., 2011). Furthermore, doing calisthenics with moderate effort carries a MET
value of 3.8 and circuit training with moderate effort carries a met value of 4.3 (Ainsworth et al.,
2011). It is assumed that the average MET value of the different physical activities of fitness, which is
5.0, best represents the actual average energy expenditure expressed in MET value during fitness
among students.

Verification of physical activity patterns
In order to estimate a more accurate MET value for the different kind of physical activities,
real-life exercise information of students has been derived in order to verify whether their
description (to some extent) matches the description of the MET values provided by the
compendium index (Ainsworth et al., 2011). This information has been gathered by means of doing
observations in a fitness centre in Arnhem-Zuid, SHK Sportcentrum, in order to establish whether the
different kinds of fitness activities as described in the compendium index are also performed among
students. Observations have been carried out on the 1st and 3rd of November.
Next to the observation, students were asked to provide information on what the exercise
activity cycling and the sport activities running and playing soccer entail. These type of physical
activities were ‘verified’ in this way as the prevalence of these sport activities were relatively high in
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the sample of respondents. Furthermore, running is assumed to be subjected to large individual
differences as students are likely to run at very different speeds.

Data analysis
In order to analyze the data, software programs SPSS Statistics Version 21 and Microsoft
Excel were used.
Out of the 112 respondents that participated in this research, 110 responses were usable for
data analysis as 2 responses contained non-response of motivational and goal items. The dataset was
organized by grouping the respondents based on educational level, leading to a group of 39 MBO
students, 36 HBO students and 35 WO students. Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the
mean and standard deviation of students’ age, providing some general information of the study
population. The students were aged from 16 to 24 (M = 20.2, SD = 2.0), of which 51 were male and
59 were female students.
Microsoft Excel was used to calculate the total individual MET values of sport activities and
exercise activities for each student as measured in this study. MET values based on Table 1 and
derived from the compendium index were used for the calculation of total individual MET values.
Since the selection of 39 MBO students in this research was executed in two different ways,
by means of digital participation via social media (N = 16) and real-life visitation (N = 23) of the ROC
Nijmegen with direct involvement of the researcher, it is unlikely that the variances within these
groups are perfectly identical to each other. Nonetheless, it was assumed that the variances of the
variable MET value of sport activities within the different groups of MBO students are relatively
equal. This assumption was tested by performing a One-Way ANOVA Levene’s test, Welch test and
Brown-Forsythe test. The results of these analyses are presented in the next chapter.
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test assumes the data to be normally distributed ((Razali &
Wah, 2011). Thus, the MET Values of sport activities of the 39 MBO students were checked for
normality prior to the ANOVA tests. The Shapiro-Wilk test was conducted to check for normality as
this normality test is considered most powerful especially given the relatively small sample size of 39
(Razali & Wah, 2011) and revealed the MET Values do not follow a normal distribution, with a p value
of .000 (α = .05), rejecting the null hypothesis. Nonetheless, the Analyses of Variance were run with
the MET values of sport activities of the 39 MBO students to test homogeneity of variances.
Furthermore, Microsoft Excel was used to combine the motivational items of the data set
and calculate the mean of each of the four motivational Likert type items that correspond to one of
the six different behavioural regulation types of motivation. Also, the achievement goal items of the
data set were combined to calculate the mean of each of the three achievement goal Likert type
items that correspond with one of the three different achievement goal types.
Looking at the meaning of the motivational and achievement goal Likert type items in this
research, it can be stated that such data can be viewed as both categorical and ordinal, in the case of
categorical data suggesting a Chi-Square Test (Zibran, 2007). However, considering the Likert type
data obtained from the questionnaire as an ordinal data set was viewed most appropriate, since the
distance between each item on the used scales of 1 to 5 is unknown (McKnight & Najab, 2010a).
Thereby, no unjustified assumptions are needed to be made with regard to the distance within each
item on the used scales of 1 to 5 (McKnight & Najab, 2010a; Brown, 2011).
Data analysis was performed by means of software program SPSS using the Mann-Whitney U
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Test. This statistical test was used to test the two formulated hypotheses as presented in Chapter 2:
Theoretical Framework. Using the Mann-Whitney U Test for the analysis of ordinal data was viewed
most appropriate due to the data obtained by using Likert scales assumed being nonparametric, that
is following a non-normal distribution (McKnight & Najab, 2010a).
Different Tests for Normality, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests and Shapiro-Wilk Test
were performed prior to determining educational differences between sport behaviour, as was
defined by the total individual MET values for sport activities of each student. Since the Shapiro-Wilk
Test is viewed as providing better power compared to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (Ghasemi &
Zahediasl, 2012) for Normality, this test was performed and used for interpretation of normal
distribution. The results of the Tests for Normality can be found in Appendix E – Tests for Normality
of MET values of Sport Activities (Tables 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3.) The results of the Shapiro-Wilk Test
indicated that only the MET values of sport activities for the group of students that follow education
on the highest level (WO) were normally distributed (p = .154, α = .01). The MET values of sport
activities for the group of MBO and HBO students were not normally distributed, with p values of
respectively .000 and .009 (α = .05). A visual representation of the distribution of MET values of sport
activities for the different educational groups of students is given in Appendix E by means of several
histograms presented in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 with the MET values of Sport activities displayed on
the X-axis and the amount of students for each distribution displayed on the Y-axis.
Due to the lack of normal distribution of data within the groups of MBO and HBO students,
the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U Test for comparison of two groups and Kruskal-Wallis Test for
the comparison of three groups was preferred (McKnight & Najab, 2010b) to conduct instead of an
Independent Samples T Test for two groups or a One-Way ANOVA for the comparison of three
groups. The Mann-Whitney U Test and Kruskal-Wallis Test are suitable for non-normally distributed
continuous data (McKnight & Najab, 2010b), as is the case with the MET values of sport activities.
Nonetheless, Independent Samples T Tests were run to verify if the results remained the same.
As the Kruskal-Wallis Test can be used for non-normally distributed data but does assume
homogeneity of variances, this was tested by performing the nonparametric equivalent of the
Levene’s test. This test was performed by first calculating the absolute difference in MET values of
sport activities by subtracting the mean rank of MET values of sport activities from the rank of MET
values of sport activities. The nonparametric equivalent of the Levene’s test indicated that the
homogeneity of variance assumption was not met (p = .000, α = .05, see Appendix E).
Nonetheless, the Kruskal-Wallis Test was performed but given the fact that the homogeneity
of variance assumption was not met, the Mann-Whitney U Test was performed as well with a
comparison of groups of MBO to WO students, MBO to HBO students and HBO to WO students. The
Mann-Whitney U Test can be viewed as more appropriate as it does not assume homogeneity of
variances as was the case with the Kruskal-Wallis Test (McKnight & Najab, 2010a).
As for the determination of gender differences, the MET values for sport activities for the
group of males and females were checked for normality (See Appendix E – Tests for Normality of MET
values of Sport Activities, Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The Shapiro-Wilk Tests revealed significant results for
the groups of males and females with respectively p values of .006 and .000 (α = .05), indicating a
non-normal distribution. Hence, the Mann-Whitney U Test was performed instead of an Independent
Samples T Test.
Lastly, in order to determine potential associations between motivational types and
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achievement goal types, correlation analysis was performed. As it concerned ordinal data, the
nonparametric Spearman’s rank correlation analysis was viewed most appropriate and preferred
over the Pearson’s correlation analysis (Hauke & Kossowski, 2011), thereby identifying potential
monotonic relationships between the motivational and achievement goal types.
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4. Results
Verification of physical activity patterns
Based on two observations in SHK Sportcentrum that have been carried out, it appears that
students perform different kinds of physical activities that can be placed into the category of fitness
as provided by the compendium index (Ainsworth et al., 2011). Students used the stationary bicycling
and running machines, but also different kinds of weight lifting were performed, alongside circuit
training. During the observations, no rowing machines were used by students. In addition, it is
interesting to note that in general male students tend to perform mainly weight lifting activities
whereas female students tend to make use of the bicycling and running machines and do some
circuit training.
Furthermore, three students were asked about their average cycling speed. One (female)
student reported a velocity of 18 kilometer per hour, while two other (male) students reported a
velocity of 19 kilometers per hour. Rounded up, this average velocity is close to the velocity indicated
as cycling with moderate effort around 19 to 21 kilometers an hour, as described in the Compendium
Index of Physical Activities (Ainsworth et al., 2011).
As for the sport activity running, one male and one female student were asked about their
average running speed during exercise. Their average running speeds were approximately 9 and 11
kilometers per hour, resulting in an average of around 10.7 kilometers an hour. This average running
speed is near the running speed derived from the compendium index carrying a MET value of 10.5.
Besides, two male students who play soccer were asked about the ratio of soccer training to
a soccer competition, since this is the type of information the calculation of MET value for playing
soccer was based on using the compendium index (Ainsworth et al., 2011). One student reported
that in his specific case, the ratio of training to competition was 1.0. However, a second student
reported training twice a week alongside having one competition, resulting in a ratio of training to
competition of 2.0. Therefore, the MET value of playing soccer as presented in Table 1 (8.0) is the
average of two times playing soccer in general (MET value of 7.0 (Ainsworth et al., 2011)) and one
time playing soccer in a competitive environment, (MET value of 10.0 (Ainsworth et al., 2011)).

MET Values
As aforementioned, the minimum amount of physical activity that is needed per week in
order to be physically active according to the NNGB, was calculated at 600 MET, with 975 METs being
the second threshold of the NNGB when taking the upper MET value of 6.5 of moderate intense
physical activity (Nationaal Kompas, 2014; Bushman, 2012).
An overview of the total individual MET values of sport activities and exercise activities for
each student is presented in a Microsoft Excel file, which can be found next to this report. In this
accompanying document, the amount of walking and cycling time in minutes is presented for each of
the 110 students, together with the frequency at which students perform these activities on a weekly
basis. Based on this information, the total (individual) MET value for exercise activities per week is
calculated by taking the MET value for walking and cycling (4.0 and 8.0 METs respectively) and
multiplying it with the frequency and duration in minutes. The MET values of exercise activities of
students ranged from 0 METs to as high as one student reporting exercise activities corresponding
with 13600 METs.
Next to the calculation of MET values exercise activities, the MET values for sport activities
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have been calculated, as can be seen in Microsoft Excel file. The different sport activities reported by
each student are presented alongside the corresponding MET value derived from Table 1 and the
Compendium Index (Ainsworth et al., 2011) and calculation was performed in the same way as the
exercise activities by multiplying the corresponding MET values of the different kinds of sport
activities with their reported frequency and duration. The MET values of sport activities of students
ranged from 0 METs to 5703,8 METs.
Lastly, total mean values of exercise activities, sport activities and the combination of
exercise and sport activities have been calculated. Moreover, the mean MET value of both exercise
activities and sport activities of students in this study was at 3575,6 METs almost three times higher
than the mean MET value of 1186,8 METs of only sport activities of students. Alternatively phrased,
the mean MET value of exercise activities was at 2288,72 METs approximately twice as high as the
MET value of sport activities.
Below in Table 2, an overview of the percentages of students of the study sample who meet
the NNGB of 600 METs and 975 METs is given. Next to this, the combination of students’ sport
activities and exercise activities in relation to the NNGB of 975 METs is provided.
Table 2. Percentages of students that meet the NNGB (Nationaal Kompas, 2014; CBS, 2015).
Percentage of students who meet
the NNGB
NNGB - 600 METs
Sport activities

70,9%

NNGB - 975 METs
Sport activities

50,0%

NNGB - 975 METs
Sport + Exercise activities

93,6%

Focusing solely on students’ sport activities, 78 out of the 110 participants (70,9%) have
reached the NNGB, given the first threshold 600 METs. When comparing the total individual MET
values of sport activities of students to the NNGB of 975 METs, 55 out of 110 participants (50,0%) are
sufficiently physically active according to the NNGB. The mean MET value of sport activities of
participants in this study was 1186,8 METs.
As the NNGB only takes into account exercise activities that last for at least 30 minutes, the
comparison of student’s sport activities to the two thresholds of the NNGB is most applicable in this
research. However, since it was mentioned in Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework of this report that
exercise activities with a minimum duration as little as 10 minutes comes with health benefits such as
an increased individual vigor, reduced feelings of fatigue and improved mood state (Hansen, Stevens
& Coast, 2001) and 20 minutes of physical activity increasing those health benefits even further, it is
interesting to take into account the exercise activities of cycling and walking of students as measured
in this research as well.
Comparing the combination of students’ sport activities and exercise activities to the second
threshold of the NNGB (975 METs), shows that 103 out of 110 participants (93,6%) report weekly
MET values higher than 975 METs.
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Test of equal variances of MET values
In Appendix B – Analyses of Variance, the results of the Analyses of Variance are presented in
different SPSS output Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. The Levene’s test was used to examine whether
there is a significant difference in the standard deviation between the two groups of MBO students
regarding the reported MET values of sport activities. Levene’s test indicated no statistically
significant difference as the p value equalled .319, (α = .05), hence the homogeneity of variances
assumption was met. The ANOVA table indicated no statistical significance either with a p value of
.776, thereby failing to reject the null hypothesis of different means of MET values between the two
groups.
In addition, the Welch test and Brown-Forsythe test were performed. The Brown-Forsythe
test was conducted next to Welch’s F-test as it is considered more powerful, but both tests are
relatively similar (Brown & Forsythe, 1974). Both tests showed no statistical differences in the means
of MET values of sport activities between the two groups of MBO students, with a p value of 762 for
both tests.

Motivational types
Now that the MET values of the students have been compared to the NNGB, it is interesting
to determine if there are significant differences between the types of extrinsic and intrinsic
motivational items reported by the students as presented by the Self-Determination Theory (Deci &
Ryan, 1985). The accompanying hypothesis that was formulated in this research was: ‘’Students that
have physical activity patterns that meet the NNGB are more likely to report higher levels of
autonomous motives to their physical activity behavior whereas students that fail to meet the NNGB
are more likely to report higher levels of controlled motives to their physical activity behavior.’’
Since a comparison of students that meet the NNGB with students that do not meet the
NNGB is required, it is only feasible to compare the students that reported doing sport activities that
reach the threshold of 600 METs and 975 METs of the NNGB with students that fail to meet those
thresholds. Naturally, the comparison of groups based on the NNGB of 600 METs results in a
comparison of 78 versus 32 students, while the comparison based on the NNGB of 975 METs results
in two groups of equal size, with 55 students each.
A comparison between groups of students that meet the NNGB of 975 METs by taking into
account the exercise activities walking and cycling was not performed as it would have lead to a
comparison of 103 participants to 7, which is not feasible.
As aforementioned, the six different behavioral regulation types are intrinsic regulation,
integrated regulation, identified regulation, introjected regulation, external regulation and
amotivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985).
In Appendix C – Analyses of motivational types between NNGB groups, the results of the
Mann-Whitney U Test as generated by SPSS can be found in Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. First,
students that meet the NNGB at the level of 600 METs were compared to students that fail to meet
the NNGB with regard to the six different motivational types, or so-called behavioural regulatory
styles. Then, the group of students that meet the NNGB at the second threshold of 975 METs were
compared to students that fail to meet this NNGB. Below, Table 3 provides an overview of the results
of the Mann-Whitney U Tests that were conducted.
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Table 3. Mann-Whitney U Tests for significant differences between NNGB groups regarding the
reported motivational types (Deci & Ryan, 1985).

Motivational types
Intrinsic regulation

NNGB – 600 METs
26,48 vs 67,40
(p = .000*, z = -6.148)

NNGB – 975 METs
39,46 vs 71,54
(p = .000*, z = -5.305)

Integrated regulation

31,53 vs 65,33
(p = .000*, z = -5.062)

42,44 vs 68,56
(p = .000*, z = -4.307)

Identified regulation

33,55 vs 64,51
(p = .000*, z = -4.646)

41,27 vs 69,73
(p = .000*, z = -4.701)

Introjected regulation

40,51 vs 61,63
(p = .002*, z = -3.158)

46,73 vs 64,27
(p = .004*, z = -2.895)

External regulation

p = .322, z = -.991

p = .728, z = -.348

Amotivation

75,61 vs 47,25
(p = .000*, z = -4.432)

61,82 vs 49,18
(p = .030*, z = -2.174)

* = significant at the Alpha .01 level
Intrinsic regulation
The Mann-Whitney U Test was performed by taking the motivational type intrinsic regulation
and the two groups of students based on the NNGB of 600 METs. The test revealed a lower reported
Mean Rank of intrinsic regulation for students who failed to meet the NNGB compared to students
who succeeded in meeting the NNGB (26,48 vs 67,40). This difference was statistically significant as
the Mann-Whitney U Test showed a p value of .000 (α = .01, z = -6.148). As for the groups of students
based on the NNGB of 975 METs, the Mann-Whitney U Test showed a significant difference between
Mean Ranks of the two groups of students (39,46 vs 71,54, p = .000, α = .01, z = -5.305).
Integrated regulation
Looking at differences regarding integrated regulation between the groups of students based
on the NNGB of 600 METs, results were similar with the Mann-Whitney U Test indicating a lower
Mean Rank for students who fail to meet the NNGB compared to students who succeeded in meeting
the NNGB (31,53 vs 65,33). This difference was statistically significant with a p value of .000 (α = .01,
z = -5.062). As for the groups of students based on the NNGB of 975 METs, the Mann-Whitney U Test
showed a significant difference between Mean Ranks of the two groups of students (42,44 vs 68,56,
p = .000, α = .01, z = -4.307).
Identified regulation
For the motivational type identified regulation, the Mann-Whitney U Test resulted in a lower
mean Rank for students who failed to meet the NNGB compared to students who met the NNGB
(33,55 vs 64,51), being statistically significant with a p value of .000 (α = .01, z = -4.646). Given the
groups of students based on the NNGB of 975 METs, the Mann-Whitney U Test indicated a significant
difference between the Mean Ranks of both groups (41,27 vs 69,73, p = .000, α = .01, z = -4.701).
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Introjected regulation
The Mann-Whitney U Test indicated a lower Mean Rank for students who failed to meet the
NNGB compared to students who met the NNGB (40,51 vs 61,63). This difference was statistically
significant with a p value of .002 (α = .01, z = -3.158). For the groups of students based on the NNGB
of 975 METs, the Mann-Whitney U Test presented a significant lower Mean Rank for students who
failed to meet the NNGB of 975 compared to those that succeeded (46,73 vs 64,27, p = .004, α = .01,
z = -2.895).
External regulation
Given the motivational type external regulation, no statistically significant difference
according to the Mann-Whitney U Test was found between the Mean Ranks of both groups (p = .322,
α = .05, z = -.991). Results were similar to the group of students based on the NNGB of 975 METs: no
significant difference was found between the Mean Ranks of both groups (p = .728, α = .05, z = .348).
Amotivation
Lastly, a significant difference between reported amotivation and the two groups of students
was found, with the group of students who failed to meet the NNGB reporting a higher Mean rank as
opposed to the group of students who met the NNGB (75,61 vs 47,25), being significant (p = .000, α
= .01, z = -4.432. With regard to the Mean Rank between the two groups based on the NNGB of 975
METs , they differed significantly, with students that did not meet the NNGB of 975 METs reporting
higher means of amotivation compared to the group of students that met the NNGB (61,82 vs 49,18,
p = .030, α = .01, z = -2.174).
Hypothesis 1
Among the groups of students who failed to meet the NNGB at both MET levels, lower levels
for introjected regulation were reported. For the motivational type external regulation, which is
viewed as a controlling type of motivation, no significant differences were found between the groups
of students at both the level of 600 and 975 METs.
As it was hypothesized that the groups of students that failed to meet the NNGB at the level
of 600 and 975 METs are to be reporting higher levels of motivation external regulation and
introjected regulation, the first formulated hypothesis as presented in Chapter 2: Theoretical
Framework and at the beginning of this paragraph is rejected.

Alternative motivations
Besides the standardized motivational items that participants were to fill in, also an open
ended question was formulated, giving participants the opportunity to report alternative motives to
their physical (in)activity. One student stated performing various sport activities because it was part
of her part-time job. Two students reported performing sport activities in order to look physically
attractive. Two other students highlighted the importance of the social aspect in sport activities as a
motivational item; they stated that they enjoy sporting because they do this together with friends.
Three other students reported managing their weight (BMI) as a motivational item to engage in sport
activities. Lastly, one student reported becoming more aware of the health benefits of exercise due
to her educational program.
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Achievement goal types
Next to the different motivational items that have been measured by means of the
Behavioral Regulation in Exercise Questionnaire 3 (BREQ-3) (Markland & Tobin, 2004; Wilson et al.,
2006), three different achievement goal types were measured by means of the Achievement Goals
Questionnaire for sport (AGQ-S) (Conroy, Elliot & Hofer, 2003). The accompanying hypothesis
regarding achievement goals as presented before reads: ‘’Students that have physical activity
patterns that meet the NNGB are more likely to report higher levels of mastery-approach,
performance-approach and performance-avoidance goals regarding their physical activity behavior
whereas students that fail to meet the NNGB are more likely to report lower levels of these
achievement goal types.’’
In order to test this hypothesis, statistical analysis was performed similar to testing the first
hypothesis of the types of motivation. Again, the Mann-Whitney U Test was performed, with a
comparison of groups based on the NNGB of 600 and 975 METs. Below, the results of the MannWhitney U Tests are summarized and presented in Table 4 and in Appendix D – Analyses of
achievement goal types between NNGB groups, the detailed SPSS output of these analyses can be
found in Tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4.
Table 4. Mann-Whitney U Tests for significant differences between NNGB groups regarding the
reported achievement goal types (Elliot & Church, 1997).
Achievement goal types
Mastery-approach goals

NNGB – 600 METs
35,03 vs 63,90
(p = .000*, z = -4.361)

NNGB – 975 METs
42,81 vs 69,78
(p = .000*, z = -4.222)

Performance-approach goals

37,23 vs 62,99
(p = .000*, z = -3.872)

41,22 vs 69,78
(p = .000*, z = -4.727)

Performance-avoidance goals

38,23 vs 62,48
(p = .000*, z = -3.659)

46,45 vs 64,55
(p = .003*, z = -2.993)

* = significant at the Alpha .01 level
Mastery-approach goals
In order to check whether the reported values for mastery-approach goals differ significantly
between the group of having met the NNGB of 600 METs and the group that did not, the MannWhitney U Test was conducted. Results indicated a significant lower reported Mean Rank in the
group of students that did not meet the NNGB of 600 METs (35,03 vs 63,90, p = .000, α = .01, z = 4.361). As for the group of students based on the NNGB of 975 METs, results were similar with a
significant difference between the groups (42,81 vs 68,19, p = .000, α = .01, z = -4.222).
Performance-approach goals
Moving on to performance-approach goals, the Mann-Whitney U Test indicated significant
lower reported Mean Ranks of performance approach goals among the group of students who did
not meet the NNGB of 600 METs (37,23 vs 62,99, p = .000, α = .01, z = -3.872). Based on the 975
METs threshold, a lower reported mean Rank among the group of students that failed to meet the
NNGB of 975 METs was found (41,22 vs 69,78, p = .000, α = .01, z = -4.727) also to be significant.
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Performance-avoidance goals
The third and last achievement goal type that was compared between the groups of students
was the performance-avoidance type. The Mann-Whitney U Test indicated a highly significant
difference between the reported Mean Ranks of performance-avoidance goals (38,23 vs 62,58, p =
.000, α = .01, z = -3.659). Between the two groups of students based on the NNGB of 975 METs, the
Mann-Whitney U Test indicated a significant difference between Mean Ranks of the two groups as
well (46,45 vs 64,55, p = .003, α = .01, z = -2.993).
Hypothesis 2
It can be concluded that students who fail to meet the NNGB, whether this is at the level of
600 METs or 975 METs, report lower levels of mastery-approach and performance-approach goals as
well as performance-avoidance goals, as can be concluded from the results of the Mann-Whitney U
Tests that were performed. As it was hypothesized that students who fail to meet the NNGB are less
likely to report higher levels of all three type of achievement goals, there is no basis for the
hypothesis to be rejected.

Educational differences
As the sample of 110 students in this research contains approximately equal amounts of
students following education on the three different levels (MBO, HBO and WO), 39, 36 and 35
respectively, it is interesting to explore potential differences between students’ level of education
and their sport activity expressed in MET values. Both the Kruskal-Wallis Test and the Mann-Whitney
Test were performed to test for significant differences between the groups of MBO, HBO and WO
students in relation to their MET values of sport activities. In addition, Independent Sample T Tests
reported similar results. The results are displayed below and in more detail in Appendix F – Analyses
of MET values of Sport Activities between educational level groups.
Looking at groups of sufficiently active and inactive students according to the NNGB of 600
METs based on educational level, respectively 61,5%, 72,2% and 80,0% of MBO, HBO and WO
students were sufficiently active. As for the division of educational level groups at the NNGB of 975
METs, respectively 48,7%, 50,0% and 51,4% of MBO, HBO and WO students were sufficiently active.
The Kruskal-Wallis Test (Table 10.1, 10.2) indicated a p value of .985, which is not significant
(α = .05). Thereby, the null hypothesis of no differences between the Mean Ranks for MET values of
sport activities failed to be rejected (55,01 vs 56,25 vs 55,27 for the MBO, HBO and WO groups
respectively).
Moreover, the Mann-Whitney U Test indicated no statistic significant differences between
the mean ranks of MET values of sport activities among MBO and WO groups (37,32 vs 37,70, p =
.942, α = .05, z = -.076) MBO and HBO groups (37,69 vs 38,33, p = .901, α = .05, z = -.128) and HBO
and WO groups (36,42 vs 35,57, p = .866, α = .05, z = -.173). (See Tables 10.3, 10.4, 10.5, 10.7, 10.8,
10.9, 10.11, 10.12, and 10.13).
As for the Independent Sample T Tests, no significant differences were found between the
educational groups with regard to the MET values of sport activities, as p values indicated (see Tables
10.6, 10.10 and 10.14).
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Gender differences
Since the sample of 110 students in this research also held a fair males to females ratio (0.86
: 1), Mann-Whitney U Tests were carried out to identify differences regarding reported sport
activities in MET values, motivational types and achievement goal types. The SPSS Output can be
found in Appendix G – Analyses of MET Values of sport activities, motivational types and achievement
goal types between males and females, in Tables 11.1 to 11.6. No significant differences between
reported MET values, motivational types and achievement goal types were found between male and
female students.

Motivational types & Achievement goal types correlations
Spearman’s rank correlation analysis was run to determine associations between the
different motivational types and achievement goal types that have been measured in this research.
The SPSS Output of the analysis can be found in Appendix H – Correlation analysis between
motivational types and achievement goal types, Table 12.1. An overview of the results is provided as
well in Table 5 below.
Table 5. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between motivational types and achievement
goal types.
Mastery-approach
goals
Intrinsic regulation
Rs = .640**
Integrated regulation
Rs = .545**
Identified regulation
Rs = .506**
Introjected regulation Rs = .346**
External regulation
Rs = -.138
Amotivation
Rs = -.460**
** = significant at the Alpha .01 level (2-tailed)
* =
significant at the Alpha .05 level (2-tailed)

Performanceapproach goals
Rs = .449**
Rs = .443**
Rs = .453**
Rs = .329**
Rs = .083
Rs = -.285**

Performance-avoidance
goals
Rs = .260**
Rs = .426**
Rs = .365**
Rs = .409**
Rs = .005
Rs = -.244*

As shown in Table 5 above, significant associations between the different motivational types
and achievement goal types were found. It appeared that intrinsic regulation had a strong positive
monotonic relationship with the mastery-approach goal type, a moderate positive monotonic
relationship with the performance-approach goal type and a weak positive monotonic relationship
with the performance-approach goal type. The relationship of integrated regulation was moderately
positive with all the three types of achievement goals. Identified regulation was monotonically
moderately associated with mastery-approach and performance-approach goals, but only weakly
associated with performance-avoidance goals. A weak positive correlation was found between
introjected regulation and mastery-approach and performance-approach goals, alongside a
moderate positive association with performance-avoidance goals. External regulation was not
associated with any of the achievement goal types. As for amotivation, a moderate negative
association with mastery-approach goals was found, next to weak negative relationships with
performance-approach and performance-avoidance goal types.
To give a more visual representation of the association between motivational types and
achievement goal types, Appendix H also includes a scatter plot (Figure 5.1) of the positive
monotonic association between intrinsic regulation and mastery-approach goals. Intrinsic regulation
is presented on the Y-axis and the mastery-approach goal is presented on the X-axis. Both variables
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are ranked from 1.0 to 5.0, which corresponds to the range of the used Likert type scales. The scatter
plot generated the R2 linear value of .478, meaning 47.8% of the variability in intrinsic regulation is
accounted for by the mastery-approach goal type.

Additional analyses
Additional analyses have been taken into consideration such as potential age differences
with regard to sport activity patterns, motivational types and achievement goal types and using
different sport activities as an dependent variable. However, those analyses have not been
performed as such a division of the study population would have lead to an unequal comparison in
terms of group sizes.
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5. Discussion
This research aimed to create a better understanding of physical activity behavior among
students by exploring motives to physical activity and achievement goals set by students as well as
physical activity patterns of students in the area of Arnhem and Nijmegen. The research question of
this study was as follows: ‘’What is the role of motivation and achievement goals regarding physical
activity behavior in explaining physical activity patterns of students aged 16 to 25 in the HAN area?’’
The underlying assumptions that have been made were based on two formulated hypotheses
regarding differences in motivational types and achievement goal types between students that are
sufficiently physically active versus students that are insufficiently physically active.
These results have shown that there are significant differences in reported motivational
types and achievement goal types between the aforementioned groups of students, but not
completely in the way as was hypothesized.

MET Values
Looking at the physical activity patterns of students in this study in relation to the NNGB of
975 METs, 50.0% of the students are sufficiently physically active. This result is in line with the
average of Dutch people aged 12 years and older who are physically active, which is around 56%
(CBS, 2015). When looking at a more specific age category of people between 18 and 54 years old,
this percentage is 49,5 (CBS, 2015). These results suggest that physical inactivity levels of students in
the HAN are not very different from the average of Dutch students in general. It also means that
physical inactivity is an continuing societal problem as is shown (solely) by the results of calculated
MET Values in this research.
However, it should be pointed out that these percentages are solely based on the reported
sport activities of students. As was presented in the previous chapter, including the MET values of
reported exercise activities of students leads to a percentage as high as 93,6. Thereby, the
contribution of the exercise activities cycling and walking in relation to physical activity patterns of
students should not be underestimated, especially with keeping the aforementioned physiological
benefits of exercise activities at the minimum duration of 10 minutes in mind (Hansen, Stevens &
Coast, 2001) but also given the fact that in the Netherlands cycling is a convenient way of
transportation (Pucher & Buehler, 2008).

Motivational types
As for the six different motivational types that were measured based on the SelfDetermination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985), the groups of students that failed to meet the NNGB at
both the level of 600 and 975 METs reported lower levels of intrinsic regulation, integrated
regulation, identified regulation and introjected regulation in comparison with the groups of students
that met the NNGB at both the level of 600 and 975 METs. While no clear statement can be provided
on whether one group of students is for example ‘more’ intrinsically motivated as the measurement
of motivation concerned ordinal and subjective data, the reported significant differences between
the groups are consistent with the fact that motivation is a strong predictor to human behavior (Ryan
& Deci, 2000a; Young, 1936; Kovač, 2016). This may imply that students who do not engage in sport
and exercise activities feel less internally motivated, as these motivational types are all internal,
(except for integrated regulation). This is interesting in light of the fact that these internal
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motivational types are autonomous motivational types, meaning they are ‘stronger’ types of
motivation and a better predictor for long-term physical activity behaviour which appears to be on
average less present in (the group of) students who do not engage sufficiently in sport and exercise
activities (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ingledew & Markland, 2008).
Strikingly, no significant differences in reported external regulation were found between the
different groups of students. External regulation can be viewed as an extrinsic or controlled type of
motivation, which is a ‘weaker’ type of motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). It was expected that the
group of students who do not engage sufficiently in sport and exercise activities would have reported
higher levels of external regulation compared to the group of sufficiently active students, as was
based on findings in the literature (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ingledew & Markland, 2008). Apparantly, the
group of students that are sufficiently inactive are not significantly differently driven by their external
regulatory style in relation to their physical activity behaviour compared to the group of sufficiently
active students. A lack of significant differences in reported external regulation may be due to the
study sample being too small, lacking statistical power to discover such differences. Another
alternative explanation of no significant differences could lay in the validity of the four motivational
items that were to measure external regulation. These four items might have been interpreted as
being phrased a bit too extreme, thereby perhaps evoking some rebellious thoughts among the
participants regarding these statements. Then again, the validity of the four items of external
regulation have been statistically tested in previous research and looking at all the consistent
significant differences of the other motivational items, the argumentation of the sample size being
too small may be more plausible.
Lastly, the group of students who did not meet the NNGBs reported higher levels of
amotivation, which is a complete lack of motivation to engage in physical activity behavior. This is
consistent with the literature in the sense that motivation is a strong predictor of human (physical
activity) behavior (Ryan & Deci, 2000a; Young, 1936; Kovač, 2016).

Alternative motivations
Looking at the alternative reasons that were given by students to their physical (in)activity
behavior, it should be acknowledged that factors such as the social element in sport and exercise
behavior but also physical aesthetics drive people to perform physical activity behavior, which is
consistent with existing literature on this topic (Vallerand & Losier, 1999).
In light of these reported alternative motivations by students regarding their physical
(in)activity, it can be stated that there are countless reasons that drive people to perform physical
activity behavior, something which cannot be captivated only by the motivational items as presented
by Deci & Ryan (1985).

Achievement goal types
When it comes to the identification of differences between the groups of students with
regard to reported achievement goal types, the groups of students that failed to meet the NNGB at
both the level of 600 and 975 METs reported lower levels of mastery-approach, performanceapproach and performance-avoidance goal types. This was consistent with the formulated
hypothesis and may imply that students who do not engage in physical activity behavior sufficiently
are also less likely to hold any type of achievement goals in relation to their physical activity
behavior. These findings are consistent with literature as well when it comes to the statement that
goals are intertwined with human motivation and add direction to ones ‘motivational energy’
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(Nicholls, 1984; Elliot, 2006). The group of students that fail to meet the NNGB have lower physical
activity patterns, appear to report relatively lower internal, autonomous types motivation as well as
lower mastery-approach, performance-approach and performance-avoidance goal types compared
to the group of students that meet the NNGB. Alternatively phrased, this group of students may have
lower motivational energy as well as a lack of direction of this motivational energy in relation to their
physical activity behavior.

Educational differences
No significant differences between students with a MBO, HBO or WO educational level with
regard to their reported MET Values of sport activities were found. This is a surprising outcome as
from the literature it can be concluded that educational level does have a significant impact on
physical activity levels (Droomers, Schrijvers & Mackenbach, 2001; Wengreen & Moncur, 2009). The
measurement of MET levels of sport activities is accurate in the sense that it accounts for intensity
differences between different sport activities, but since only averages have been used for the
calculation of the MET values, it is not completely clear to what extent educational differences may
have influenced physical activity patterns, thus the reported MET values of sport activities of
students. However, an alternative explanation for no differences in reported MET values between
students from HBO and WO levels is that a division of those educational levels are only used and
acknowledged in the educational system in the Netherlands, thus differ not that much in the first
place. As for the lack of significant differences between MBO and HBO or WO students, the sample
size of this research may have been too small to discover potential differences in reported MET
values.
Furthermore, the low sample size in this study may have been an explanation for a lack of
significant differences between the reported MET values of groups of students with different
educational levels, lacking statistical power to discover significant differences. Repetition of this
research with a larger sample size may lead to results consistent with literature with regard to
educational differences.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that during the selection of MBO students in this research by
means of visitation of the ROC Nijmegen, students that did not engage in sport and exercise activities
on average were much less willing to participate in this research as they refrained from filling in the
questionnaire. This selection is likely to have influenced the characteristics of the study population in
this research, leading to a sample of MBO students of whom the majority engages in sport and
exercise activities.

Gender differences
No significant differences between male and female students were found regarding their
reported MET values of sport activities, motivational types and achievement goal items. This implies
that regardless of gender, students engage in physical activity relatively equally. This result is
consistent with literature, stating no significant differences in physical activity behavior between
males and females in the Netherlands and among students exist (CBS, 2015; Trost et al., 2002). Seen
as the majority of the study sample contained students that engage in physical activity, repetition of
this research with a larger sample size may lead to a more valid outcome.

Motivational types & Achievement goal types correlations
Several significant correlations were found between motivational types and achievement
goal types. The correlation between intrinsic regulation and mastery-approach goals was the
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strongest monotonic relationship found, meaning that high values of intrinsic regulation are
associated with high values of mastery-approach goals. The relationship was positive and the scatter
plot (Figure 5.1) reads that as the value of intrinsic regulation increases, the value of masteryapproach goals increases as well. The specific relationship between intrinsic regulation and masteryapproach goals is consistent with the literature, as it was stated that mastery-approach goals are
found to be a facilitator to intrinsic motivation (Elliot & Church 1997; Elliot & Murayama, 2008).
More interestingly, correlations between the other motivational types and achievement goal
types are not found throughout the literature. In this research, integrated regulation, identified
regulation and introjected regulation correlated significantly with mastery-approach, performanceapproach and performance-avoidance goals. Given the relationship between human motivation and
personal goal setting in general, this result is a logical outcome. These autonomous motivations that
people hold regarding their physical activity behavior are mainly moderately correlated with the
achievement goal types, meaning that if students’ motivation to engage in physical activities would
increase by means of increased values of the autonomous motivations, so would their values for the
reported achievement goal types. This doesn’t account for the motivational type external regulation.
Besides, amotivation was moderately negatively correlated with mastery-approach goals. Since
amotivation indicates and is meant to measure a complete lack of motivation, or ‘zero’ motivation, it
is somewhat interesting that it did correlate with the three achievement goal types given the
relationship between motivation and goal setting in general. Then again, the correlations of
amotivation with performance-approach and performance-avoidance goal types were both only
weak, thereby questioning their influence.

Strengths
In this paragraph, some strengths of this research will be acknowledged, followed by some
methodological limitations in the next paragraph.
First, looking at the physical activity patterns of students, the study sample in this research
reported an extensive and various overview of different sport activities. Next to that, differences in
all reported motivational types except for external regulation between groups of physically inactive
and physically active students are supportive to existing motivational theories in relation to human
behavior (Deci & Ryan, 1985) as well as in relation to the sport environment (Vallerand & Losier,
1999; Dishman, McIver, Dowda, Saunders & Pate, 2015). The same can be said for the differences in
reported achievement goal types between groups of physically inactive and active students.
Moreover, this study has made use of existing motivational scales and achievement goal scales to
measure motivation and achievement goal motivation (Markland & Tobin, 2004; Elliot & Murayama,
2008; Conroy, Elliot & Hofer, 2003), which were statistically tested on validity, thereby assuring
internal validity of the measurement instrument in this research as well. This study has showed the
importance of motivation and achievement goals as predictors of students’ sport and exercise
behavior. Besides, this study has provided information on the monotonic relationships between
motivational types and achievement goal types, something which has not been examined in great
detail in the existing literature.

Limitations
When it comes to the interpretation of the findings of this research, some limitations should
be taken into consideration. With respect to the study population that was sampled in this research,
it should be stated that it is likely that the sample is not (completely) representative to students in
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the area of Arnhem and Nijmegen, let alone from the Netherlands in general, since participants were
sampled via the social network of the researcher, via the snowballing effect and by means of
visitation of the ROC Nijmegen. Also, the sample size of this research was 110 respondents. Since no
pre-study calculation of the sample size was conducted, but also because of time constraints this
research was subjected to, the statistical power for the data analysis of this research may have been
lower than desired (Akobeng, 2016), serving as a potential explanation for a lack of differences in
reported MET values between educational groups and gender.
Furthermore, selection bias could have occurred as the researcher aimed to reach an equal
amount of MBO, HBO and WO students necessary for a comparison of those groups in the data
analysis phase of this research. In addition, respondent bias is inherent to almost any scientific
research and is likely to have occurred in this research as well, since only students willing to
participate and fill in the questionnaire have done so. Hence, the combination of these
aforementioned implications is likely to have harmed the representativeness of the study population
in this research and therefore does not allow for a high external validity of this research.
It should be noted that the measurement instrument, the questionnaire with both openended questions regarding physical activity patterns and standardized Likert type items for the
measurement of motivational types and achievement goal types, is subject to some limitations in the
data collection and data analysis phase. With regard to the measurement of physical activity
patterns, mainly rough estimations have been made about type, frequency and duration of physical
activity patterns. The different MET values that have been used as a standardized way to express
energy costs for different types of physical activities were not based on several important factors
such as an individual’s age, BMI, physical fitness, sex and environmental factors (Ainsworth et al.,
2011). Therefore, the lack of standardized MET values for each students rather than more accurate
individual calculated MET values for each students is likely to have led to less accurate PA patterns in
terms of energy consumption and the interpretation of being physically active according to the
NNGB. On a side note, recall bias may have led to a less accurate estimation of physical activity
patterns as well, since the questionnaire aimed to identify physical activity patterns over the past
week. Participants may have struggled with recalling the exact duration of a sport or exercise activity
for example. Also, the interpretation of the meaning of some words and concepts as presented by
the four motivational items that measured the identified regulation, could have threatened the
internal validity of this research. These items contained words such as ‘fundamental part’, ‘part of my
identity’ and ‘values’ that often required further explanation of the researcher when collecting data
at the ROC Nijmegen from students.
Some specific limitations need to be acknowledged when it comes to data generated by
Likert type items. First, it should be stated that the measurement of motivational types and
achievement goal types are interpreted differently among participants, but are also interpreted
differently by the same participant. This means that for example ‘strongly agree’ for one respondent
means only ‘partly agree’ to another respondent. In addition, Likert type scales are often viewed as
an ordinal data set, since the distance between items is unknown and unequal (Jamieson, 2004). Yet,
there exists disagreement on whether Likert type scales can be viewed as collecting ordinal data or
should be viewed as collecting interval data (Jamieson, 2004).
Looking at the data analysis of the motivational types and achievement goal types, several
assumptions were made and the correctness of the choices of statistical methods and tests as made
in this research, but also for the usage of Likert type items in research in general, can always to some
extent be questioned (Norman, 2010; Wu, 2007). Lastly, for the analysis of motivational types and
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achievement goal types, the mean of each of the items that correspond to the specific motivational
types and achievement goal types was calculated, suggesting that each item was of exactly equal
importance to the participants in measuring their motivational types and achievement goal types.
This assumption is questionable, also in light of more statistically grounded measures used in existing
literature regarding transforming Likert-scale data (Wu, 2007).

Future research
As a suggestion for further research regarding physical activity behavior, other important
predictors of physical activity behavior could be researched as well in order to determine their
importance in relation to this behavior, such as social factors, attitude or the influence of physical
attractiveness. Specifically physical attractiveness may be an influential and interesting predictor to
investigate in relation to physical activity behavior as this was something mentioned several times by
participants in this study as a reason to engage in sport and exercise activities. Alternatively, another
classification of the concept of motivation may be used to develop a better understanding of physical
activity behavior of students. For example, the more extensive classification of motivation as
proposed by McGuire (1974) may be interesting to relate to physical activity behavior, as within this
classification more factors are already embedded. Research on the model of McGuire (1974) may
generate a more comprehensive picture of the role of motivation in relation to physical activity
behavior.
With regard to the measurement of physical activity patterns, other measurement
instruments such as motion sensors (Bassett, Ainsworth, Swartz, Strath, Brien & King, 2000) could be
used as these are likely to generate a more accurate profile of physical activity patterns that can be
used to calculate energy expenditure in comparison to the methods as used in this research. A more
accurate overview of physical activity patterns is of importance when trying to create a better
understanding of physical activity behavior.
Lastly, an increase of the sample size for future research would be beneficial to the statistical
power of the dataset, increasing the validity of the research. A larger sample size with greater
heterogeneity of characteristics of the study population could increase the representativeness of this
study as well. In particular, a selection of students that do not engage in sport activities at all would
be interesting to examine with regard to their motivations to not do so. Unraveling certain reasons or
a complete lack of motivation instead in students that do not engage in sport activities may help in
developing a better understanding of physical inactivity behavior of students next to physical activity
behavior. It is the group of physically inactive students that can benefit the most from changes in
their physical inactivity behavior towards healthier behavior and a healthier lifestyle.
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6. Conclusion
The current obesity epidemic is a public health problem and is for an important part the
result of low levels of physical activity. This calls for measures that are health promoting and may
help turn the tide. Given the health benefits that come with performing sport and exercise activities,
research on exploring and understanding physical activity behavior remains of relevance. That is why
this research has gained insight in the physical activity behavior of students in the Area of Arnhem
and Nijmegen. It can be concluded that motivational types and achievement goal types are
important predictors of physical activity patterns of students, as there are differences in reported
levels of these types between groups of students that are physically inactive versus groups of
students that are physically sufficiently active according to the NNGB. Yet, the complexity of human
behavior should not be underestimated hence it should be acknowledged that there are more
elements such as social factors, psychological mediators and other environmental factors that play
an important role in predicting physical activity behavior of students. Specifically in this research, the
reported alternative motivations of students to physical activity behavior already shed some light on
this matter.
Yet, this study has helped in creating a better understanding of physical activity behavior
among students as it confirms that motivation and achievement goals are important predictors of
physical activity behavior, suggesting future research on ways to enhance students’ autonomous
motivations and achievement goal types would be interesting and beneficial to stimulate physical
activity behavior in both physically active and inactive students.
The question remains whether physical activity among students really could become more
than just a ‘health trend’, preferably a ‘lifestyle’, just as healthy foods currently are, as was proposed
in the introduction of this report. Still, it is wise to keep shedding light on the low physical activity
levels among students, something which was also an outcome of this study. Emphasizing this
statement in combination with promoting the health benefits of physical activity behavior would be
relevant as raised awareness of these problems among students may be the beginning of cognitive
changes in students, ideally leading to motivational and behavioral changes regarding physical
activity behavior.
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Appendix A - Questionnaire
Hartelijk bedankt voor je deelname aan deze enquête! Je bijdrage is van groot belang voor mijn
scriptie aan de Wageningen Universiteit. Ik doe onderzoek naar beweeggedrag van studenten.
Deze enquête is gericht op het in kaart brengen van je wekelijkse beweeggedrag en bijbehorende
motieven en doelen. Je deelname aan deze enquête is volledig anoniem en je gegevens zullen
vertrouwelijk worden behandeld. Je hebt de mogelijkheid om op elk moment te stoppen met het
invullen van deze vragenlijst. De vragenlijst invullen duurt 5 tot 10 minuten.

1. Geslacht

□
□

Man
Vrouw

2. Hoe oud ben je?
____ Jaar

3. Aan welke onderwijsinstelling studeer momenteel?

□
□
□
□
□
□

Rijn IJssel Arnhem
HAN Arnhem
Rijn IJssel Nijmegen
HAN Nijmegen
Radboud Universiteit
Anders, namelijk ____________________

4. Hieronder kun je aangeven voor jezelf aan welke sportactiviteit(en) jij wekelijks deelneemt
(bijvoorbeeld voetballen, zwemmen, hardlopen, yoga, etc.) Als je onregelmatig sport, probeer dan
een gemiddelde week van lichamelijke activiteit voor jou op te schrijven.
Sportactiviteit 1 _____________________________
Sportactiviteit 2 _____________________________
Sportactiviteit 3 _____________________________
Sportactiviteit 4 _____________________________
Sportactiviteit 5 _____________________________
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5. Hieronder kun je aangeven per verschillende sportactiviteit hoe vaak jij per week hieraan
deelneemt

6. Hieronder kun je aangeven per verschillende sportactiviteit hoe lang jij gemiddeld hieraan
deelneemt per keer

7. Hieronder kun je aangeven hoe vaak jij per week fietst en/of wandelt voor tenminste 10
minuten achter elkaar

8. Hieronder kun jij aangeven hoe lang jij gemiddeld per week fietst en/of wandelt per keer
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9. Waarom beslissen personen om wel of niet aan fysieke training (= sportactiviteiten + fietsen
en/of wandelen) te doen? Op de onderstaande schaal kun je door per stelling een bolletje in te
kleuren aangeven in welke mate de volgende uitspraken gelden voor jou.
Er bestaan geen foute of correcte antwoorden; ik wil gewoon weten hoe je persoonlijk tegenover
fysieke training staat.
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10. Als er andere belangrijke motieven zijn voor jou om wel of niet aan fysieke training deel te
nemen die hierboven niet genoemd zijn kun je ze hieronder invullen:

11. Wat willen personen bereiken met fysieke training (= sportactiviteiten + fietsen en/of
wandelen voor tenminste 10 minuten) te doen? Op de onderstaande schaal kun je door te
omcirkelen aangeven in hoeverre je het eens bent met de volgende uitspraken.
Er bestaan geen foute of correcte antwoorden; ik wil gewoon weten wat jij met fysieke training
probeert te bereiken. Sommige uitspraken lijken misschien hetzelfde, maar dat zijn ze niet. Ik vraag
je om ze toch allemaal in te vullen.
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Bedankt voor je deelname!
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Appendix B – Analyses of Variance
Table 6.1 Descriptive statistics of MET values of Sport Activities among MBO students
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

1,00
2,00
Total

16
23
39

1385,9531
1256,5924
1309,6635

1094,65924
1553,82472
1369,28960

273,66481 802,6504
323,99485 584,6682
219,26182 865,7911

Minimum Maximum

Upper
Bound
1969,2559
1928,5166
1753,5358

,00
,00
,00

2963,25
5703,75
5703,75

Table 6.2 Test of Homogeneity of
Variances of MET values of Sport
Activities
Levene
Statistic
1,019

df1

df2
1

Sig.
37

,319

Table 6.3 ANOVA of MET values of Sport Activities
Sum of
Squares
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

df

Mean Square

157902,189

1

157902,189

71090350,534

37

1921360,825

71248252,724

38

F
,082

Sig.
,776

Table 6.4 Robust Tests of Equality of Means of MET
values of Sport Activities
Statistica
Welch
BrownForsythe

df1

,093
,093

df2
1
1

36,982
36,982

Sig.
,762
,762

a. Asymptotically F distributed.
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Appendix C - Analyses of motivational types between NNGB groups
Table 7.1 Mean Ranks of motivational types between groups of students based on the
NNGB of 600 METs

Table 7.2 Mann-Whitney U Test Statisticsa based on the NNGB of 600 METs

Intrinsic

Integrated

Identified

Introjected

External

Amotivation

Motivation

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Mann-Whitney U

319,500

481,000

545,500

770,000

1103,000

604,500

Wilcoxon W

847,500

1009,000

1073,500

1298,000

4184,000

3685,500

-6,148

-5,062

-4,646

-3,158

-,991

-4,432

,000

,000

,000

,002

,322

,000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

a. Grouping Variable: NNGB 600 METs
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Table 7.3 Mean Ranks of motivational types between groups of students based on the
NNGB of 975 METs

Table 7.4 Mann-Whitney U Test Statisticsa based on the NNGB of 975 METs

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z

Intrinsic

Integrated

Identified

Introjected

External

Amotivation

Motivation

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

630,500

794,000

730,000

1030,000

1456,500

1165,000

2170,500

2334,000

2270,000

2570,000

2996,500

2705,000

-5,305

-4,307

-4,701

-2,895

-,348

-2,174

,000

,000

,000

,004

,728

,030

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
a. Grouping Variable: NNGB 975 METs
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Appendix D - Analyses of achievement goal types between NNGB
groups
Table 8.1 Mean Ranks of achievement goal types between groups of students based
on the NNGB of 600 METs

Table 8.2 Mann-Whitney U Test Statisticsa based on the NNGB of 600 METs

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Mastery-approach

Performance-approach

Performance-avoidance

goal

goal

goal

593,000

663,500

695,500

1121,000

1191,500

1223,500

-4,361

-3,872

-3,659

,000

,000

,000

a. Grouping Variable: NNGB 600 METs
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Table 8.3 Mean Ranks of achievement goal types between groups of students based
on the NNGB of 975 METs

Table 8.4 Mann-Whitney U Test Statisticsa based on the NNGB of 975 METs

Mastery-approach

Performance-approach

Performance-avoidance

goal

goal

goal

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

814,500

727,000

1015,000

2354,500

2267,000

2555,000

-4,222

-4,727

-2,993

,000

,000

,003

a. Grouping Variable: NNGB 975 METs
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Appendix E – Tests for Normality of MET values of Sport Activities
Table 9.1 Test of Normality of MET values of Sport Activities in MBO students
a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic
MBO MET value

df

,169

Shapiro-Wilk

Sig.
39

,006

Statistic

df

,867

Sig.
39

,000

Sport Activities
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Figure 4.1 Histogram of the distribution of MET values of Sport activities in MBO
students

Table 9.2 Test of Normality of MET values of Sport Activities in HBO students

a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic
HBO MET value

,137

df

Shapiro-Wilk

Sig.
36

,087

Statistic
,916

df

Sig.
36

,009

Sport Activities
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
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Figure 4.2 Histogram of the distribution of MET values of Sport activities in HBO
students

Table 9.3 Test of Normality of MET values of Sport Activities in WO students

a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic
WO MET value

,102

df

Shapiro-Wilk

Sig.
35

,200

Statistic
*

,954

df

Sig.
35

,154

Sport Activities
*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
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Figure 4.3 Histogram of the distribution of MET values of Sport activities in WO
students

Table 9.4 Nonparemetric equivalent of Levene’s test to test homogeneity of variance
abs_dif

ANOVA
Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Between Groups

950123,988

2

475061,994

Within Groups

110287,665

107

1030,726

1060411,653

109

Total

Sig.

460,900

,000

Table 9.5 Tests of Normality of MET values of Sport Activities in males
a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic
METSPORT_MALE

,121

df

Shapiro-Wilk

Sig.
51

,060

Statistic
,931

df

Sig.
51

,006

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
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Figure 4.4 Histogram of the distribution of MET values of Sport activities in males
Table 9.6 Tests of Normality of MET values of Sport Activities in females
a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic
METSPORT_FEMALE

,154

df

Shapiro-Wilk

Sig.
59

,001

Statistic
,854

df

Sig.
59

,000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Figure 4.5 Histogram of the distribution of MET values of Sport activities in females
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Appendix F – Analyses of MET values of Sport Activities between
educational level groups
Table 10.1 Kruskal Wallis Test according to students’ educational level
Ranks
Schooltype

N

Mean Rank

1

39

55,01

2

36

56,25

3

35

55,27

MET_Sport_activities
Total

110

Table 10.2 Test Statisticsa,b of the Kruskal Wallis Test
MET_Sport_activities
Chi-Square

,031

df

2

Asymp. Sig.

,985

a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: Schooltype

Table 10.3 Mann-Whitney U Test comparison between MBO and WO students
Ranks
MBO_WO_GROUP

MET_Sport_activities

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

1,00

39

37,32

1455,50

2,00

35

37,70

1319,50

Total

74

Table 10.4 Test Statisticsa, of the Mann-Whitney U Test

MET_Sport_activities
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

675,500
1455,500

Z

-,076

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

,939

Exact Sig. (2-tailed)

,942

Exact Sig. (1-tailed)

,471

Point Probability

,002

a. Grouping Variable: MBO_WO_GROUP
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Table 10.5 Group Statistics of MBO and WO students
MBO_WO_GROUP

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

1,00

39

1309,6635

1369,28960

219,26182

2,00

35

1097,5929

715,63901

120,96507

MET_Sport_activities

Table 10.6 Independent Samples T Test between MBO and WO students
Levene's Test for

t-test for Equality of Means

Equality of Variances
F

Sig.

t

df

Sig. (2-

Mean

Std. Error

95% Confidence

tailed)

Difference

Difference

Interval of the
Difference
Lower

Equal variances

11,907

,001

,821

72

,414 212,07060 258,37445

MET_Sport_ac assumed
tivities

- 727,13065
302,98944

Equal variances

,847 58,586

,401 212,07060 250,41624

not assumed

- 713,22641
289,08520

Table 10.7 Mann-Whitney U Test comparison between MBO and HBO
students
Ranks
MBO_HBO_GROUP

MET_Sport_activities

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

1,00

39

37,69

1470,00

2,00

36

38,33

1380,00

Total

75

Table 10.8 Test Statistics a, of the
Mann-Whitney U Test
MET_Sport_activities
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

Upper

690,000
1470,000

Z

-,128

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

,898

Exact Sig. (2-tailed)

,901

Exact Sig. (1-tailed)

,450

Point Probability

,002

a. Grouping Variable: MBO_HBO_GROUP
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Table 10.9 Group Statistics of MBO and HBO students
MBO_HBO_GROUP

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

1,00

39

1309,6635

1369,28960

219,26182

2,00

36

1140,5208

828,11086

138,01848

MET_Sport_activities

Table 10.10 Independent Samples T Test between MBO and HBO students
Levene's Test for

t-test for Equality of Means

Equality of Variances
F

Sig.

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

Mean

Std. Error

Difference Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower

Equal variances

7,387

,008

,641

73

,524 169,14263 264,00880

MET_Sport_ac assumed
tivities

- 695,31142
357,02616

Equal variances

,653

not assumed

63,29

,516 169,14263 259,08463

1

- 686,83533
348,55008

Table 10.11 Mann-Whitney U Test comparison between HBO and WO students
Ranks
HBO_WO_GROUP

MET_Sport_activities

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

1,00

36

36,42

1311,00

2,00

35

35,57

1245,00

Total

71

Table 10.12 Test Statisticsa, of the
Mann-Whitney U Test
MET_Sport_activities
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

Upper

615,000
1245,000

Z

-,173

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

,863

Exact Sig. (2-tailed)

,866

Exact Sig. (1-tailed)

,433

Point Probability

,002

a. Grouping Variable: HBO_WO_GROUP
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Table 10.13 Group Statistics of HBO and WO students
HBO_WO_GROUP

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

1,00

36

1140,5208

828,11086

138,01848

2,00

35

1097,5929

715,63901

120,96507

MET_Sport_activities

Table 10.14 Independent Samples T Test between HBO and WO students

Levene's Test for

t-test for Equality of Means

Equality of
Variances
F

Sig.

t

df

Sig.

Mean

Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval

(2-

Difference

Difference

of the Difference

tailed)
Equal variances

1,099

,298

,233

Lower

Upper

69

,816

42,92798

183,90608

-323,95461

409,81056

,234 68,074

,816

42,92798

183,52561

-323,28448

409,14044

MET_Sport_activi assumed
ties

Equal variances
not assumed
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Appendix G – Analyses of MET Values of sport activities, motivational
types and achievement goal types between males and females
Table 11.1 Mann-Whitney U Test comparison between males and females
Ranks
Q2 - Geslacht

MET_Sport_activities

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

Man

51

56,81

2897,50

Vrouw

59

54,36

3207,50

Total

110

Table 11.2 Test Statisticsa, of the
Mann-Whitney U Test
MET_Sport_activities
Mann-Whitney U

1437,500

Wilcoxon W

3207,500

Z

-,403

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

,687

a. Grouping Variable: Q2 - Geslacht

Table 11.3 Mann-Whitney U Test comparison of motivational types between males and females
Ranks
Q2 - Geslacht

Amotivation

External Regulation

Introjected Regulation

Identified Regulation

Integrated Regulation

Intrinsic Regulation

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

Man

51

59,18

3018,00

Vrouw

59

52,32

3087,00

Total

110

Man

51

59,21

3019,50

Vrouw

59

52,30

3085,50

Total

110

Man

51

49,26

2512,50

Vrouw

59

60,89

3592,50

Total

110

Man

51

51,27

2615,00

Vrouw

59

59,15

3490,00

Total

110

Man

51

54,64

2786,50

Vrouw

59

56,25

3318,50

Total

110

Man

51

52,50

2677,50

Vrouw

59

58,09

3427,50

Total

110
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Table 11.4 Test Statisticsa, of the Mann-Whitney U Test of motivational types

Amotivation

External

Introjected

Identified

Integrated

Intrinsic

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Motivation

Mann-Whitney U

1317,000

1315,500

1186,500

1289,000

1460,500

1351,500

Wilcoxon W

3087,000

3085,500

2512,500

2615,000

2786,500

2677,500

-1,176

-1,177

-1,913

-1,298

-,264

-,923

,240

,239

,056

,194

,791

,356

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

a. Grouping Variable: Q2 - Geslacht

Table 11.5 Mann-Whitney U Test comparison of achievement goal types between males and
females
Ranks
Q2 - Geslacht

Mastery-approach goal

Performance-approach goal

Performance-avoidance goal

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

Man

51

52,54

2679,50

Vrouw

59

58,06

3425,50

Total

110

Man

51

55,63

2837,00

Vrouw

59

55,39

3268,00

Total

110

Man

51

51,66

2634,50

Vrouw

59

58,82

3470,50

Total

110

Table 11.6 Test Statisticsa, of the Mann-Whitney U Test of
achievement goal types
Mastery-

Performance-

Performance-

approach goal

approach goal

avoidance goal

Mann-Whitney U

1353,500

1498,000

1308,500

Wilcoxon W

2679,500

3268,000

2634,500

-,916

-,039

-1,182

,360

,969

,237

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
a. Grouping Variable: Q2 - Geslacht
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Appendix H – Correlation analysis between motivational types and
achievement goal types
Table 12.1 Monotic correlations between motivational types and achievement goal
types

Figure 5.1 Scatter plot of the monotonic correlation between intrinsic regulation and
mastery-approach goal
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